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Council Gives Go Ahead
On Electric System Plan
Landfill Rates Reduced
Customers of the Murray Sanitation
Department those who are billed monthly
on their water bill ) will no longer be
charged for "normal dumping privileges'
at the city landfill as a result of action
taken by the council last night.
Councilman Dave Willis explained that
city vehicle licenses will serve as tem-
porary -authority for identification of
sanitation system customers but that a
more suitable method would be adopted in
the near future.
Willis said that non-residents of the city
and commercial refuse haulers would
continue to be charged at the current
rates, as well as excessive use by city
residents.
The council also gave the sanitation
committee the authority to sell two excess
refuse vehicles to the highest bidder.
Fireman's Hearing Set
A hearing on charges brought against
Fire Department Lt. Gary Nance was
scheduled for the next meeting of the
council ( which' will be held Tuesday, No.
25, rather than Nov. 27 which is
Thanksgiving Day) following several
minutes of discussion.
Mayor Scott reported that Lt. Nance had
-failed to answer an alarm on a certain
date" and that he the mayor) had
suspended Nance from duty without pay
for three regular shifts.
The major recommended that Nance be
lowered in grade from lieutenant to
regular fireman but a motion to that effect
(See Council, Page 16)
An agreement that will allow the Murray "I believe this will put combined billing
Electric System to build an addition to the right down the drain," Koenen said.
present building and at the same time turn But councilman Melvin Henley, the
over about 700 square feet of the present council's representative of the electric
building to the Murray Water System, was plant board, countered by saying, "I don't
approved by the Murray Common Council see any relation between this (the new
at its regular session last night. addition) and central billing."
The present building ownership is Henley and Mayor John E. Scott both
divided on a 70 per cent-30 per cent for- pointed out that the electric system board
mule between the electric system and the has already agreed to join the other city
city and the agreement continues that departments in a central billing-collection
basic formula. The addition to the building agency.
will be owned as -personal property" by Livestock Objections
the electric system and the city will retain The council also heard objections from a
a 30 per cent interest in the real estate. The group of residents of N. 4th St. concerning
electric plant board must also approve the a rumor that a livestock yard was to be
agreement before it becomes official, located in the area.
One councilman, Howard Koenen, oh- Bill Price, who acted as spokesman for
jected to the agreement and expressed his the group, said that the location of a
fear that the move by the electric system livestock yard in the area would have an
would hamper the implementation of "adverse affect in the quality of life for the
central billing for all city utilities, residents."
The group urged the council to intervene
in any way possible to prevent the location
of a livestock yard in the area.
The rumor that a livestock yard would
be located in the area apparently began
because of the recent purchase of the
"Redden property" by Bill Dodson.
Dodson is the owner and operative of
Murray Livestock, Inc., located on 2nd St.
When asked about the situation this
morning, Dodson, who was not present at
last night's meeting, said he did not wish to
comment.
It was pointed out at the council meeting
that at this time, no application for a
building permit has been filed.
Committee Appointed
The council approved the appointment of
a seven-member committee to study the
present city privilege license ordinance
and recommend any changes it deems
necessary
Appointed to the committee by Mayor
Scott were councilman Ed Chrisrnan,
chairman, councilman Melvin Henley, and
five private citizens, Paul Maggard, Joe
Thurman, Jerry Bowden, L K. Pinkley
and Larry Mayfield.
Mayor Scott evplained that he wanted
the committee to study the privilege
licenses in order to correct any inequities




Murray Electric System Superintendent
Bill Barker has announced a rate decrease
In residential power bills, effective Dec. 2
here.
Barker said the rate will drop 40 cents
per 1,000 kilowatt hours, but figures were
not available this morning on what per-
centage that will be of local rates.
Barker said the drop is due to a,sub-
stantial decrease in power purchases by
TVA from other utility corporations during
the summer months. Barker explained
that during summer peak months, TVA
must pay a premium for power purchased
from other companies, and at this time of
the year, TVA is able to produce &lilts own
power, at aubstantielly lower cost. This,
coupled with hierfeliell'IlrWealercitic
production was more than enough to offset
increased coal prices.
Berlitz To Lecture On
Bermuda Triangle Monday
Author Charles Berlitz, whose work "Due to the size of the auditorium, only a
"The Bermuda Triangle," earned a limited number of seats will be available
position on the national best-seller list, will
present a free lecture in the University
School Auditorium on the Murray State
campus next Monday evening, Nov. 17,
rather than the previously stated date.
Sponsored by the MSU Student
Government Association. the 8 p.m. event
will be centered around the mysterious
area of the Atlantic Ocean whose boun-
daries are Miami to Puerto Rico to Ber-
muda and back to the Florida coast.
Berlitz will provide documented
photographs, illustrations, maps and some
sworn testimony to offer his explaination
of the more than 1,000 persons who have
disappeared in the Bermuda region since
1945.
The author, fluent in 30 languages, has
explored the depths of the ocean himself
several times seeking answers to the
unexplained phenomena which the U.S.
military forces do not officially recognize
as a danger zone despite having lost 12




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Depart-
ment for Human Resources reported that
Kentucky's unemployment rate declined
by .1 percent, to 7.4 per cent, in October,
with 1,600 fewer people out of work than in
the previous month.
An estimated 112,300 persons were
unemployed in October, the department
said, keeping the state rate below the
national unadjusted rate of 7.8 per cent for
OLtober.
Robert MacDonald, labor market
analyst for the department, said the slight
decrease in unemployment was due to
"fewer persons seeking employment
because of the lack of job opportunities,"
and said the statistics reflect fewer pet-
sons filing for unemployment insurance
benefits.
Fair and Cold
Fair and cold toniOt with lows in the up-
per 2O5 to low 30s. M6tIy sunny and a little
warmer Saturday with highs in the upper
40s to low 50s Mostly sunny and a little
warmer Sunday.
for the lecture, thus persons planning to
attend should arrive on time,- a




In accordance with the International
Women's Year-1975 official calendar
calling for November to be observed as
"Salute to Careers" month, the Murray
Chapter of The National Secretaries
Association (International) has scheduled
Monday, November 17, at 6:30 p. m. agtie
Special Education Building, Murray
University, for its "Salute to Secretaritair.
Bettye Baker, chapter president, whorls
secretary to Dr. Joe Prince, Dean, College
of Creative Expression, MSU, reports that
the salute will include a tour of the buliding
followed by a talk on the Equal Rights
Amendment bY Donald Overbey, Murray
attorney. Points to be covered are what the
ERA is and how it will affect our daily
lives. Questions and discussion will follow
Overbey 's remarks.
This rwy special program ties in with
NSA's continuing theme for this year of
"Pride: Nation, Secretaryship,
Association."
15' Per Copy One Section — 16 Pages
VISITING OFFICIALS — Several officials were present at an area-wide Kiwanis Banquet held here Thursday. From left are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Gibson, Kentucky-Tennessee District Governor of Kiwanis International Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Scott,
of Murray, lieutenant governor of Division 15; and Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Taylor, lieutenant governor-elect
Staff Photo by David Ha
District Kiwanis Governor Visits Here
Kentucky-Tennessee District Governor
of Kiwanis International, Charles F.
Gibson of Georgetown reviewed the 1976
objectives of Kiwanis at an area-wide
banquet Thursday night in the Murray
State University Student Union Building.
Gibson emphasized that Kiwanis Clubs
should strive for a 30 per cent increase in
membership and for one entirely new
service project per club. "The programs
for youth and the aged are to be em-
phasized in this Bi-Centerunal Year,' he
urged.
Arlie Scott, lieutenant governor of
Division 15, presided at the banquet which
was attended by large groups from seven
cities from Owensboro west. Members
also brought their wives as guests.
Dr. Josiah Darnall led the group in
singing "America," as well as other songs
during the program. Mrs. Darnall ac-
companied on the piano. The invocation
was given by Lt. Gov. Elect Dorsey
Taylor.
Perry Cavitt, president of the Murray
State, entertained with a performance on
the unicycle which won the talent award at
the Miss Kentucky contest.
Following Governor Gibson's address,
Roth Stratton, president of the Mayfield
Key Club, led in the pledge of allegiance to
the flag. Decorations were made by Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer.
Overtime Pay Law For Municipal
Employes Upheld By Appeals Court
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Ken-
tucky Court of Appeals today upheld the
constitutionality of a 1974 law which
required cities and local governments to
pay overtime to employes who work more
than 40 hours per week.
The appeals court turned down the ap-
peal from the Kentucky Municipal League
and the Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Governmegt. The defendants were the
state Department of Labor and the Associ-
ated Professional Firefighters of Ken-




Authorization to proceed with plans for
the renovation of the Murray Middle
School was given Thprsday night by the
Murray City Board of Education.
Architect Pat Gingles was authorized to
prepare plans for the renovation, which
will include new windows, rewiring,
heating system improvements, and other
projects in compliance with state fire
regulations.
In other action, the board heard a report
from food services director Mrs. Glenda
Jeffrey on the program in the school
system. She discussed improvements of
the food service at the high school and the
implementation of a "hamburger line" at
the Middle School. Mrs. Jeffrey reported
an incoming balance of $14,508 and a
balance Nov. 1 of $16,321, with no increase
in lunch prices requested.
ORCHESTRA — On Sunday, Nov. 16 at 3 p. m. in the
Lovett Auditorium the Dubrovnik Festival Orchestra will perform under the
leadership of Nicola Debelich and demonstrate why they have established such
celebrity in their native Yugoslavia, as well as in Europe. The ensemble of forty-
five musicians is making its first American tour during the 1975-76 season, and
Murray is among cities which will hear these artists for the first time. The or-
chestra is appearing under the auspices of the Murray Civic Musk Association
DUBROVNIK FESTIVAL
She reported that there is an average
daily participation at breakfast of 123, and
at lunch of 1,263. Over 54,000 meals have
been served this year.
Supt. Fred Schultz informed the board
that a four-part insurance package for a
three-year period has been prepared. The
board reviewed the insurance bid
proposals and approved the plan.
A recommendation to proceed with a
cooperative arrangement with Murray
State on the Diagnostic Prescriptive
Resource Unit was approved by the board
and the next meeting date was changed
from Thanksgiving Day to Nov. 24.
The ruling was on an appeal of a class-
action suit filed in July, 1974, by the
Municipal League, the county government
and the cities of Louisville, Bowling Green,
Anchorage, Henderson, Elizabethtown
and Audobon Park.
The law which was attacked, but upheld,
states that "no employer shall employ any
of his employes for a work week longer
than 40 hours unless such employe
receives compensation for his em-
ployment in excess of 40 hours in a work
week at a rate of not less than one and one
half times the hourly wage rate at which
he is employed."
The Appeals Court noted that "the main
bone of contention surrounds overtime
payments for firefighters.
"Appellants emphasize the fact the act
places the municipalities in a financial
bind, especially since their budgets did not
anticipate the increase in pay to the em-
ployes," the appeals panel said, noting
that before the 1974 bill became law,
"municipalities were subject to overtime
payments to their employes."
The appellants argued that the law
violated a section of the state constitution
which prohibits the General Assembly
from imposing taxes on counties, cities,
towns or other municipal entities.
The appeals court disagreed:
"That the legislature intended to have
the act apply to municipal workers
engaged in work of statewide concern,
even if other municipal employes were ex-
cluded, is clear..." the court ruled.
Cindy Hill Scholarship
Fund Drive Successful
A drive to raise $2,500 to establish the
perpetual Cindy Hill Memorial Scholar-
ship for junior nursing students at Murray
State University has gone over the top.
The successful fund-raising drive was
initiated by the Murray State Alumni
Association shortly after Mrs. Hill of
Murray, who was a junior nursing student,
died April 25 of injuries sustained in an
automobile accident that occurred as she
was returning from a nursing seminar in
Louisville.
Several people in the community served
on the scholarship fund drive committee
headed by James C. Williams as chair-
man. Others on bhe nine-member corn-
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mittee were Walt Apperson, Dr. Ruth Cole,
Gene McCutcheon, Pete Waldrop, Sid
Easley, Don Robinson, Chuck Shuffett,
and Mrs. Nadine Turner.
Mandl Vinson, director of alumni af-
fairs at Murray State, said an application
has been made for matching money
through the James L. Hurley matching
fund program at the university.
"When fully funded with matching
money, an award of approximately $350
will be made in the beginning," Vinson
explained. "As the base investment grows,
the scholarship award will eventually be
increased to as much as $500."
Criteria to be considered by the
scholarship selection committee of the
Alumni Association for the scholarship
include financial aid, scholarship, sin-
cerity of purpose, commitment to high
professional standards in nursing, service
to school and corninun4y, and recom-
mendations from the Department of
Nursing.
Mrs. Hill, who would have.graduated in
December was the 'wife of David Hill,
reporter and photographer for the Murray
Ledger and Times, and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Wagar of Murray.
The appellants also argued that the law
violated a provision of the constituion
which states that "absolute and arbitrary
power over the lives, liberty and property
of firemen exists nowhere in a republic,
not even in the largest majority."
Kentucky law provides that city firs
departments be divided into three platoons
and that each will work 24 consecutive
hours and be off for 48,
"The result is that the firefighters are on
duty from 48 to 73 hours per week and ap-
pellants contend these statutes coupled
with House Bill 477 (Overtime Law) place
an unconscionable financial burden on the
cities," the appeals court said "The fact
that the statutes when read together might
require the municipalities to increase the
pay of their employes—indeed that is a
natural result contemplated by the act —
or the fact that the budgets for the ensuing
fiscal year did not include the increase in
pay.. does not constitute the exercise of
absolute or arbitrary power over the
municipalities."
Diana Sliger has been chosen as
DECA Sweetheart of the Murray Area
Vocational Center Distributive
Education Clubs of America for the
1975-76 school year. A junior at
Murray High School, she is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hulon
Sliger. Runnerup was Bobbie Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith,
also a junior at Murray High. Other
contestants were Ian Garrison and
Pam Harrell. Judges were Roderick
Reed, Rosa Hudspeth, Suzzette
Hughes, and Charlotte Provine. The
' Sweetheart will be a member of the
C .owrtesy. corp at the State E:IrECA
Conference at Louisville and will be
involved with Many activities during
the school year.




Bridge, Luncheon Planned By Women
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day luncheon and
bridge on Wednesday,
November 19.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy and Mrs.
Matt Sparkman will be
hostesses for the bridge session
at 9:30 a. m.
The luncheon will be at noon
with Mrs. C. C. Lowry as
chairman. Reservations should
be made by noon Monday.
Other hostesses are
Mesdames E. B. Howton, C. H.
Hulse, Richard Stout, Eurie
Garland, Jack B. Kennedy,
Veneta Sexton, Ted Billington,
Roy Stewart, Robert G. Mobley,
and C. E. Wilburn, Jr.
zemakt
HOSPTTAL PATIENT
Mrs. Paul (Estelle) Cun-
ningham is now recuperating at
her home on Murray Route One
after having undergone surgery






Anthony Crandall, left, a freshman at New Mexico State
University, was the first recipient of the Ralph B. Crouch
Memorial Scholarship, financed through donations in
memory of the late Prof. Ralph Crouch, pictured right for-
mer chairman of the New Mexico State University Depart-
ment of Mathematical Sciences and former vice-president
of Drexel University. Prof. Crouch is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
fieetwood Crouch of Lynn Grove and many local persons
have made donations for the memorial scholarship program
in memory of Mr. Crouch who died earlier this year. The
scholarship covers tuition, lab fees, books, and supplies for
Crandall who is the second oldest son of a large family of a
widow.
Stan Hitchcock
Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Coscord, Ky.
Featuring Stan Hitchcock and his Ky. take Music Barn
Stars. Also Special Guest from the World of Country
Musk.
Show Time 7:30 p. m
Speciai Geist Saturday, November 15 - Jimmy Payne, recor-
ding star, song writer and world famous entertainer
Sateriay, November 22. Ronnie Sessions and Pat Tierney
Saturday, Nevanher 29 - Ray Pillow
Admission Adult-S2 50: Children 6- 12-51 50
Sig Severs Dame, every Friday night-7:30 p. m.
Spectators and Participants Welcome
Refreshments-Soft Drinks Only
To Be Married
Miss Debra Jean Coleman
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Coleman of Mayfield announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their older daughter,
Debra Jean, to Norman Jay Jeter, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Jeter
of Benton.
The bride-elect is the paternal granddaughter of Mrs. James R.
Coleman of Lynn Grove and the late Mr. Coleman, and the madr-
nal granddaughter of Mrs. Dalton McClain of Mayfield and the
late Mr. McClain.
Miss Coleman will graduate in December from Murray State
University with an area in accounting and minors in economics,
chemistry, and biology. She plans to begin a career in public ac-
counting in Columbus, Ohio, in January.
The groom-to-be is the grandson of Arthur Ray of Waynesboro,
Tenn., and the late Mrs. Ray. His paternal grandparents wer_ the
late Mr. and Mrs. Neal Jeter.
Mr. Jeter is presently attending veterinary school at Ohio State
University. His undergraduate work was done at Murray State
University.
A December 19th wedding is planned.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1.5, 1975
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A change in rhythm, a dif-
ferent pace may be in the
making. Take steps to con-
tribute to an already eminent
record. The "little" things could
steal the show.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Present aspects suggest keen
observance of conditions and
situations before launching new
projects. Make certain you
know what you are about.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 490
Where expedient, accelerate
your pace, but where a slowing
down is necessary do not fight it
and cause unrest. Emphasize
poise and perseverance.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 444z
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Certain matters in which you
are interested need an extra ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 2a)
push now. Get to them itn_ Don't yield to "WatIderhisr
medistely. And in all things, or daydreaming when con-
emphasize forethought, fact,...-IiStent effort at chores and
precision. affairs is in order. Yog,ci
"eould be dilatory now without •
realizing it.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AZII
Step lightly, with measured
gait. There may be a few
delicate spots, perhaps a detour
you can take. Don't chafe at
roadblocks: Regard them as
challenges.
SCORPIO .—
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In.,
In both thoughts and actions,
be careful not to overstep
bounds or underestimate your
opponents. If you observe these
admonitions, you should have a
dandy day.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )6(40
There's much more to this
day than you may realize at
first. Go forth and find that new
opportunity you want and tackle
it vigorously. Avoid extremes,
however.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A generally good day, but you
may run into a few obstacles —
which COULD be caused by
your own procrastination,
disinterest or skepticism. Avoid
such negative approaches.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some brand new op-
portunities indicated. Your day
should be active, stimulating. In
all dealings, however, stress
diplomacy.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC'
A good period for improving
on current projects as well as
launching new ones. Your in-
tegrity, perseverance and quick































Effective action will win
approval of associates. In-
telligent discussion will help to
crystallize your next moves.




YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a bright men-
tality, lively imagination and
unusual versatility. Your aims
are usually lofty and you back
up your desires with powerful
action; can, in fact, invigorate a
whole community through your
enthusiasm and dynamic
leadership. In choosing a life
work, many fields are open to
you, so make it a point to
educate yourself for one which
best suits your inclinations. You
have a strong affinity for
science and could reach a high
place in chemistry, medicine,
engineering, geology or astron-
omy. Your gift for showman
ship fits you for the theater or
politics and you have a way with
words which could bring suc
cess in the literary world or on
the lecture platform. Either
music or the law may, also
appeal to pou. Brrthdat of: Sir
William Herschel, Brit. astron-
orner; W. Averil, Harriman
U.S. statesman.
*s vEoglo Possonts Nos For Como CI**
Of Dolts Koppo Como k Alma! &I A t Mon
The Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma, International
Honor Soceity of Women
Educators, held a luncheon
meeting at the Holiday Inn, at
Fulton, on Saturday, November
8, at twelve noon with the
president, Dr. Helene H.
Visher, presiding.
Following the business
session, Miss Clara Eagle, a
former president, gave a review
of the origin, the growth, and
the purposes of Delta Kappa
Kappa Gamma, an educational,
honorary, professional society,
founded in Austin, Texas, in
1929, for the achievement of
these goals:
To unite women educators of
the world in a genuine spiritual
fellowship; to honor women who
have given, or evidence a
potential for, distinctive service
in any field of education; to
advance the professional in-
terest and position of women in
education; to sponsor and to
support desirable educational
legislation, and to initiate
legislation in the interest of
women educators; to endow
scholarships to aid outstanding
women educators in pursuing
graduate study and to grant
fellowships-to women educators
from other countries; to
stimulate the personal and
professional growth of mein-
hers and to encourage their
participation in appropriate
programs of action; to Worm
the membership of current
economic, social, political, and
educational issues to the end
that they may become in-
telligent, functioning members
of a world society.
Miss Eagle also discussed the
different classes of mem-
bership: active, associate,
honorary, and reserve.
In explaining the respon-
sibility of membership, she
emphasized the obligation of
each member to attend every
meeting unless she has a valid
reason for an absence.
Mrs. Ruby Suffill, chairman
of the Research Committee,
presented her program relative
to the Delta Kappa Gamma's
Grant-in-Aid recipients. Those
who served with her on the
panel were Mrs. Patsy Wilkins
Forrest, 1956; Mrs. Margaret
Tyler Dunn, 1961; and Mrs.
Joan Pruett Brawley, 1966, each





IITD eat A 
He Backs Off on
Anniversary Bash
DEAR ABBY: We will have been married 10 years next
January. Since we didn't have any fanfare when we were
married, my husband promised that we would have a big
blow-out on our 10th wedding anniversary.
I booked a band and hired a hall and made deposits on
both. Now out of the blue, my husband says, "Cancel
everything!" I asked him why, and he said, "I just don't
want it.'
I know it's not the money. Even if it were, I'm able to pay
for it myself, as I have a good job.
I know there's no other woman. So what should I do?
I don't want to make him angry, but I really want this
anniversary party, and I don't think he should go back on
his word. Please guide me.
WANTS TO CELEBRATE
DEAR WANTS: Cool it for a while. He may have had.
bad day. Don't mention the celebration until • month before
the date. Then when he's in • good mood, bit him with your
guest list and ask for his approval and suggestions.
If he still balks, you'll have to cancel the band and hall
and probably take a loss on the deposits. You can't very
well have an anniversary party without him.
Good luck. I'm in your corner.
DEAR ABBY: I am 21-years-old and my boyfriend is 20.
We've been going steady for a year and three months.
Being a very up-front gal, I told my boyfriend all about
my past, and it just so happens that I have gone to bed with
more guys than he has gone to bed with girls.
He wants to marry me, but he says first he wants to even
the score.
Should I just sit around and wait for him to catch up with
me?
DEAR J: If you do, you are even more immature than he
is, which in my opinion is far too immature for marriage!
DEAR ABBY: We have a boss in our office who has got
to be the world's most conservative man.
Although he has a car, he won't buy a second car for his
wife. Instead, he has her drive him to work every morning,
and every evening around quitting time, it's like Russian
roulette to see who he asks to drive him home.
Since we all need our jobs, we never turn him down, but
after two yekrs of this, it's really an imposition. (Some of us
have taken T.e-hiding around quitting time so we won't be
asked.)
We are all tired of driving out of our way to accommodate
him, but nobody has the nerve to tell him how we feel about
it.
Can you help us?
UNPAID CHAUFFEURS
DEAR CHAUFFEURS: Compose a letter advising the
boas that the office crew has just gone out of the taxi
business—and have everyone in the office sign it. I doubt
that he'll fire the entire office force en masse. (P.S. If that
doesn't work, put in an expense account for mileage.)
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: What are you
doing Saturday night? If you want to see me. I'll be on the
Miss Teenage America telecast on NBC.
ABBY
professional experiences and
the values derived from her
scholarship.
Mrs. Brawley stated that she
would like to see more emphasis
placed upon today's gifted
students, from whom our
leaders of tomorrow must
come.
Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn is also
a member of the Research
Committee.
One guest, Mrs. Henry
Alexander, was present.
Forty-six members present
were: La Nette Allen, Birdie
Ashbrook, Ruby Ashbrook,
Patti Bolin, Katie Mae Doran,
Dulcie Douglass, Clara Eagle,
Venda Gibson, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Imogene Heath, Lula
Belle Hodges, Opal Howard,
Mary Alice Humphries, Laura
Jennings, Evelyn Kesterson,
Dr. Alice Koenecke, Mavis
McCamish, Pauline McCoy,
Mary Sue McKendree, Merrie
Virginia McIntosh, Imogene
Monroe, Katherine Moore, Sue
Morris, Louise Overby,
Margaret Pickard, Lovey
Raburn, Edna Lynn Radford,
Joe Nell Rayburn, Betty
Rogers, Jo Anna Rowland,
Margaret Rudd, Katy Belle
Shaw, Ruby Simpson, Mary J.
Smith, Dr. Ruble E. Smith,
Ruby Suffill, Carolyn Sullivan,
Lorene Swann, Louise Swann,
Ruth Tucker, Dr. Helene H.
Visher, Dr. Pauline Waggener,
Golda Waters, Roberta Whit-
nah, Katherine Williamson,
Wilna Wilson, and Elizabeth
Wyatt.
The hostesses were Miss
Katherine Williamson, Mrs.
Willie Wilson, Mrs. Katherine
Moore, Mrs. La Nette Allen, and
Mrs. Edna Lynn Radford.
CAMPBELL BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Camp 
bell of Murray Route Five are
the parents of a baby boy,
Christopher Grantland,
weighing eight pounds seven
ounces, born on Sunday,
November 9, at 1:41 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed with
Friendly Finance and the
mother is on leave as a x-ray
technician at Houston-McDevitt
Clinic.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff Campbell of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Mutt Williams
of Murray Route Three. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Morris of Murray
Route Three and Mrs. Mark
Howard of Owensboro.
"Welsh rabbit" began as a
fancy phrase for melted
cheese on crackers since the
Welsh were too poor to have
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Late Show-Capri
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Mrs. Clara Wicker Celebrates 93rd
Birthday; Party Given In Her Honor
By Mrs. R. D. Key
November 5, 1975
Mrs. Clara Wicker celebrated
her 93rd birthday on October 30
at her home. Mr. and Mrs.
Bardon Nance, Miss Merle
Sullivan, Leon and Scottie
Houzlow, and Mr. and Mrs.
Milburn Harrelson had supper
with them. Mrs. Wicker and
son, Nacil, Mrs. Nance, and
Mrs. Harrelson carried her a
nice birthday cake.
Howard Morris visited his
brother, Odie Morris, Sunday
afternoon in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Saturday evening.
Mrs. Evelyn Coe visited Mrs.
R. D. Key Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins spent
Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Marshall.
Mrs. Jerry Lee and Mrs. Kay
Blakely of Murray visited Mrs.
Ella Morris Saturday af-
ternoon.
Charlie Wicker and Mrs. Joe
Powell of Paducah and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke visited the R.
D. Keys last Monday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, and Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Sykes were dinner
guests of the Henry Sykes'
Sunday.
Miss Peggy Cornwell visited
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Sunday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee were
supper guests of the Warren
Sykes' Monday and enroute
home visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Lee.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall has been
having trouble with her back for
several days. Mrs. Ella Morris
is some better now.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
of Murray visited Mrs. Myrtice
Nance Sunday.
Bro. Warren Jones filled the
pulpit at North Fork Sunday in
the absence of Bro. Phelps, our
pastor, who was in a revival.
Bro. and Mrs. Jones and Mrs.
Ovie Wilson were guests in the
home of Maburn Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones are
patients at the Murray Hospital.
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Warren Sykes spent the day
Wednesday with Mrs. Ella
Morris and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall helping to care for
them, along with the help of
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
Myrtle Vandyke, and Mrs.
Larue On.
This Wealal
Variety Of Programs Planned At
Land Between The Lales Pis Week
Waterfowl, nature
photography, history, and
animal husbandry will be
among the diverse variety of
program opportunities awaiting
you this week in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes.
If your interests lie in the













untrammeled by man, you will
enjoy the solitude of back-
country drives and secluded
spots to be found in 1/As vast
area which has been set aside
for the public as a demon-
stration in outdoor recreation,
environmental education, and
resource management.
At Empire ,Farm in the En-
vironmental Education Center,
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Hazel 1..codge No. 831 F. 8c A.
M. will meet at the Lodge Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Awards Dinner for the Oaks
Country Club will be at the
Holiday Inn with a social hour
at six p. m., dinner at 6:30 p.m.
with business meeting. Druice
will be at WOW Building at nine
p. m. Call 7534771 or 753-6112 for
information.
World Friend**. Gib will
meet at the NOM Statieet
Center at 6:30 p. a.
Saturday, November 15
Gospel singing will to bold at
Oak Grove Baptist aura at
seVill p.m.
Turkey Shoot will be heid
from eight a. m. to four p. m. at
the Calloway High iklieel
parking lot with Band Boasters
Club as sponsors. Refreshments
and baked goods will be sold.
Saturday, November 1.5
Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order
of the Eastern Star will have a
Ire-Thanksgiving dinner at the
Masonic Hall, Walnut Street, at
six p.m. A donation of $1.50 will
be taken for esch plate.
Chapter M of PEO will have a
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Paul Sturm with Miss Bernice
Lutz as assistant hostess.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alumnae will meet at the
chapter room at ten a. m.
Discovery Walk for historical
and natural features of 1LBL will
start at Center Station at ten a.
m.
Tbe Harlem Magnificent
Seven Basketball pme will be
at eight p iu. it Jaffrey gym-
nasium. The mitte sponsored
by the Calloway Comely Speech




chestra, presented by the
Murray Civic Music
Association, will be at the
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
three p.m.
Murray Magic Theatre will
present two documentaries,
"Nanook of the North" and
"The War Game," at 7:30 p.m.
at the University School
auditorium. Admission is free.
bioaday, November 17
Community Nursing
Education meeting will be at
conference room, Murray-
Calloway Comity Hospital, at
7:30p.m. with Dr. Clegg Austin
and Mrs. Marsha Dale, R. N. as
speakers.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
Woodmen of the World, ages
eight through fifteen, will meet
at the Municipal parking lot at
six p.m. to go for a skating
WV-
Monday, November 17 •
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7:30
p.m, at the club house, with
Treva Mathis as speaker.
Musicale, solos, and small
ensembles by members of the
Phi Mu Alpha fraternity will be
at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSU, at nine p.m.
Charles Berlitx, author of the
book, The Bermuda Triangle,
will lecture at the University
School auditorium at eight p.m.
No charge.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at the
MSU Special Education
Building at 6:30 p.m.
ides ‘••
ent.
Indoor activities will be
followed by a field trip. Center




techniques will be examined
followed by a search for in-
teresting natural subjects.
Center Station 2-4 p. m.
November 21-23-1{ISTORY
WEEKEND - Turn back the
pages of time at a special
historical weekend. Retrace the
-footsteps of explorers and
pioneer settlers in historic Land
Between The Lakes. Co-
sponsors UT-Martin, the Rivers
Society, and TVA's Land
Between The Lakes.









Everything about it is elegant except the price
Here's a watch that's really beautiful jewelry.
Lady Seiko Designer Watches come in golden or
silvery tones and fashionable new textures and
shapes, many with those sophisticated Seiko colored
dials. Of course, they're all fine 17-jewel watches.
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PRINTED METALLIC JERSEY
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This country's welfare bill for
the last fiscal year, the govern-
ment reported the other day, shot
up to about $100 per U. S. citizen.
That's a rough average, taking
into account both those who paid a
lot more and those who were on
the receiving end, but it's a figure
easy to remember and worth
keeping in mind the next time you
hear someone in Washington
complaining that we aren't doing
enough in the social sphere. We're
doing a lot, and maybe more than
we can afford.
Fiscal 1976 expenditures for
welfare amounted to some $22.6
billion—up a dismaying 20 per
cent over the previous 12 months.
And this, basically, covers only
direct money payments to welfare
recipeints (which went up in cost
16.8 per cent to $9.5 billion) and
the outlay for medical care of the
poor, up 22.2 per cent to $13
billion.
To get a truer picture of social
welfare costs, one would have to
include spending for varied other
forms of governtnental
assistance—housing assistance,
for instance, or the school lunch
program and food stamps, to
mention a few much in the news
lately. The latter threatens to
displace Medicaid as horrid
example No. 1 of Congress' knack
for starting programs with a
trickle of dollars which shortly
swells to a torrent.
The rrew welfare figures
probably were distorted by the
fact that the year ending last June
30 was a poor one for the
American economy. Many
citizens suffered layoffs and loss
of income; and some who or-
dinarily would not be on public
assistance rolls no doubt had to
seek help. With continued im-
provement in the economy, we
can hope, if not confidently
predict, that the sharp rise will
not be repeated in the current
year.
Indeed, the major grant
category, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC),
which registered an encouraging
caseload dip in fiscal 1974 but then
climbed rapidly, actually had
again turned down slightly by the
close of the last fiscal period. But
there is nothing in the country's
welfare experience to suggest
that any major reduction is even a
remote possibility. Whenever a
leveling-off has been achieved, it
has been at a high level Last
year, an average of 11 million
persons a month received AFDC
payments.
A humane society does not, of
course, ignore its unfortunates,
and right-minded citizens do not
object to prudent use of tax funds
to meet genuine needs. The
problem with the federal
government's approach is that
Congress simply ignores fiscal
reality by funding vast programs
that not only are subject to abuse,
but also fuel the inflation which
reduces more citizens to a
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Bible Thought
Wherefore be ye not unwise, but
understanding what the will of the
Lord is. Ephesians 5:17.
Most people want God to
"rubberstamp" their desires,
with no concern about His will for
their lives.
(The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger S Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays July 4 Christ
mos Day. New Year s Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky 42071
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1Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C. CHILES
Based on copyrighted outhries produced by the Committee orthe Wu form Series and used by permission.
Findtag Strength In Serving God
By H. C. Chiles
In God Joseph found the strength which
he needed to withstand temptation and to
endure the trials which he encountered.
From God we, too, can obtain the strength
which we will need to overcome temp-
tation, to live victoriously for Him, and to
render the service which will please and
honor Him.
Genesis 3181)-12
After the slave traders had purchased
Joseph from his brothers, they took nun to
Egypt and sold him to Potiphar, the
captain of Pharaoh's guard. Instead of
brooding over the wrongs which were
committed against him, and growing
resentful and despondent, Joseph bravely
endured his injuries, forgave his brothers,
and refused to be discouraged.
Potiphar took Joseph into his palatial
home, and there he bore unflinchingly the
various trials of oriental servitude. In-
dustriously and faithfully he worked in the
interest of his master. Potiphar recognized
the fact that "the Lord was with Joseph."
Recognizing his remarkable ability
Potiphar placed Joseph in charge of his
home and of his business affairs, in which
position he wrought efficiently and ac-
ceptably. God was with Joseph and blessed
him in an impressive manner. Even
though Potiphar was a pagan, he knew
that he could trust Joseph, which was
something that he could not do with the
ungodly and the pagans.
Potiphar's wife admired handsome
Joseph and became infatuated with him.
She attempted to seduce him. Since Joseph
was the property of her husband, she
thought that she had authority to control
him. Repeatedly Joseph refused her
amorous advances. In his refusal to in-
dulge in immorality with her, Joseph
pleaded the laws of honor, chastity, and
piety. Appreciating the fact that Potiphar
had demonstrated his implicit confidence
in him, Joseph did not intend to betray that
trust by being unfaithful to him. Fur-
thermore, she was Potiphar's wife and
Joseph adroitly reminded her that
marriage was very sacred. Moreover.
Joseph knew that committing adulter),
was a great sin against God, and that he
refused to do. One admires Joseph greatly
because he absolutely refused to sin
against himself, his master, his master's
wife, society, and God by having illicit
relations with Potiphar's wife. God
honored Joseph's sensitivity to sin and his
desire to please and honor Him by giving
him the strength which he needed to resist
her persistent efforts to get him to commit
adultery with her. Joseph tried to avoid
being in her presence, but that was not
possible because some of his assigned
duties and responsibilities had to be
performed in Potiphar's home.
One day when Joseph went into the
palatial home to do some work, Potiphar's
wife shamelessly tried to force him to have
illicit relations with her. She seized him by
his coat and held it so tightly that she
removed it as be fled from the house. His
flight cost Joseph his position and his
freedom, but Joseph preferred leaving his
garment to losing his virtue.
Genesis 23:15-21
Following this defeat in her sinful
purpose, Potiphar's wife kept as in-
criminating evidence the coat which
Joseph wore. When Potiphar returned
home, his wife rebuked him harshly for
bringing Joseph into the palace, and then
charged that he had attempted to commit
the very sin that she had tried so artfully to
get him to commit, but which he had
resisted so heroically and persistently.
'Let's Stay Well
Kidneys Needed For Transplants
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
A few weeks ago, a middle-
aged man tarred off his kidney
machine and refined to use it
again. choosing instead to die of
uremia in a few days
He told his wife and children
that he preferred death to the
pain, episodes of severe weak-
ness and limited lifestyle availa-
ble to him.
The story in this case is similar
in some respects to the ex-
perience of other persons.
Uremic patients often have
difficulty making an adjustment
to hernodialysis the process of
washing the urinary impurities
out of the blood. Moderately ex-
treme reactions of patients are
exhibititheT doing generally
well or pirly.
Strong support by family and
friends is helpful.
The treatments are lreSaialt
(usually three times per week).
on-going and expensive, often
causing financial stress on the
family. However, federal funds
have become available to lessen
the catastrophic costs of this
serious illness It may bring on
depression of mood, strain on
marital relationships and a
limitation of activity of all con-
cerned Sex activity is usually
more limited, and general life
goals often are altered Usual.
regular employment may be im-
possible. Sports cannot be con-
tinued in many cases.
In addition to pitting these
kidney patients on the machine,
they aLso require radiological
support. They should be schooled
to adjust their expectations to
realistic levels and to be satisfied
with a life-quality that is
diminished
A succenful kidney transplant
may bring relief, but the supply
gf donor kidneys remains in
short supply A national, major
effort is needed to increase the
number of available kidneys
from other persons, especially
these dying from accidents
Q: Mrs. EE. asks several ques-
tions, including the meaning of a
"bay thyroid. heavy eyelids, and
puffs below the eyes"
A. In some persons, the
amount of thyroid secreted by
the thyroid gland, located in the
lower part of the front of the
neck, is lower than normal. The
lowered secretion can lead to
fatigue, dry skin and intolerance
to low temperatures. The defi-
ciency proved by tests can
readily and economically be cor-
rected by taking thyroid tablets
The tablets can make you feel
much better if you need it, but
they should be taken only when
prescribed by a physician: They
can possibly help the condition of
your eyelids, if any treatment is
needed Of course. plastic surg-
BLASINGAMF
•
ery can remove the %slate
bulges in the skin if severe, but is
rarely needed.
Q. Mrs. I..A has heard that a
new method of treating allergy,
regardless of where it can he ob-
tained.
k I suppose that you are refer-
ring to the research
breakthrough which has taken
place at one of the branches of
the University of California This
discovery supposedly has to do
with the isolation of several
chemicals which can he r-orn-
billed in a single dose to relieve
all allergic symptoms, regard-*
Iffs of their origin. The resva rib
is said to be an important
development, but no medicine is
yet available to she publissit-
probably will he several years
before adequate testing can he
completed
Because of her accusation, and the ac-
companying circumstantial evidence in
the form of Joseph's coat, Potiphar had
him imprisoned. His failure to have Joseph
put to death indicated that he had not lost
all confidence in him, and that he had not
accepted his wife's charge as absolutely
true. It is quite possible that he doubted
both the character and the veracity of his
wife. At any rate, God's grace again
proved to be sufficient for Joseph to make
the best of a regrettable situation.
Joseph remained silent about the false
accusation. No mention is made of any
indignation or ire on his part. Instead of
questioning God's love and care, Joseph
silently endured injustice and let God take
care of his reputation. Evidently he
believed the truth subsequently expressed
in the Bible: "Vengeance is mine; I will
repay, saith the Lord." Patience under
false accusation is best, because God can
always indicate one's honor better than he
can do it for himself. It is always safe to
put one's case in God's hands and leave it
there.
Joseph could not understand the reason
for his being subjected to such cruel
treatment, but he recognized it as coming
through the permissive will of God.
Looking up into His face, Joseph had
fellowship with God, and it cheered his
heart and increased his faith in Him.
Through his imprisonment and adversitips
Joseph learned to trust God completely.
Depending entirely upon God, Joseph
learned to think more sympathetically of
othersspowing full well that god was with
him and extending His mercy to him, he
deeply appreciated the strength which He
imparted to him daily on the basis of his
personal needs. When God is with one of
His children he imparts to him the
strength which he needs to do His blessed
vrill.
10 Years Ago
Finalists in the Murray State College
Shield Queen contest are Carol Rolfe and
Patsy Lax, Murray, Joyce Matteson,
Madison, Ohio, Jo Anne Russell,
Russellville, Karen Erickson, Cleveland,
Ohio, Bettie Denham, Princeton, Kay
Monor, Mt. Vernon, Ill., Martha Kay
Arensman and Patsy Peebles, Metropolis,
Ill., and Barbara Rains, Union City, Tenn.
The Jackson Purchase Veterinary
Association held a dinner meeting at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, on November 13 with
Dr. Charles Warner as host.
Murray State College beat Evansville 28
to 0 in a football game yesterday.
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Douglas Wallace
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Mary Anna, to John Thomas
Bryant III, Lieutenant, U. S. Army.
Mrs. Koska Jones reviewed the book,
"Exodus," at the meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club held on November 11 at the
Hazel Woodmen Hall.
20 Years Ago
Bilbrey's Car and Home Supply is ob-
serving its ninth anniversary in business in
Murray, according to Baxter Bilbrey,
owner.
Thomas L. Hughes, age 64, native of
Murray, died November 12 at his home in
Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Miller who reside
east of Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on November 20 with
an open house at their home.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Mac Jones.
Miss Ruby Simpson spoke on "What
Shall We Eat" at the World Community
Day program held at the First Christian
Church on November 10. Mrs. B. F.
Scherifius, president, presided, and Mrs.
Howard 011la was soloist.
Funland Roller Rink is now open at 1413
West Main Street, Murray.




When we speak of the will of the people
as the final authority in a democratic
government, we mean of-course the will of
the majority of the people, for it never
happens that all citizens agree on any
particular policy. Sometimes the majority
is very great and the opposition in-
significent, at times sides are so closely
matched that it is difficult to determine
which actually has the greatest number of
supporters, in any event however, the only
practical course to follow is the decision of
the legal majority.
Sometimes democratic majorities may
be as unjust as an absolute monarch, one
way they are unjust is by hasty, ill-
considered action on the part of the
lawmakers. I have witnessed such action
several times in the meetings of this (The
Murray) Common Council, the last time on
October 9, 1975. At that meeting I, also,
requested recognition to speak and for
reasons known only to the mayor, that
recognition was denied.
The need of preventing hasty, ill-
considered action on the part of the
lawmakers is one reason why every
modern democracy has a constitution. For
the constitution sets forth certain fun-
damental rules by which every part of the
government is bound. Such rules allow the
citizens to know, within limits, what type
of action his representative government
will take.
There is a definite need for certainty and
stability in our city government, without
certainty and stability which requires
strong leadership, citizens of this com-
munity can never be confident that they
will be left in peace because we can never
be sure in what way our city officials will
tax us next or interfere with our everyday
personal affairs. Living under such cir-
cumstances life is uncertain and
precarious.
Constitutional government makes stable
and orderly living possible and con-
stitutional government we must have.
Another reason for stable constitutional
government is the need of protecting the
rights of the individuals and minority
groups. Without these rights there can be
no true democracy at all, but merely the
substitution of tyranny of the majority for
the tyranny of the few, and indeed the one
may soon become the other, for a tem-
porary majority if protected from a
change in public opinion, can stay in power
long after it has ceased to represent the
PeoPle•
Under a truly constitutional government
public officers are subject to law, and the
vital rights of all the citizens are safe-
guarded against arbitrary governmental
action. Americans do not trust absolute
authority even to representative bodies
elected by democratic methods. Above the
city, county and state governments, above
the Congress and the President of the
United States stands our constitution, it
limits their powers and what they do, they
do upon its authority.
We must all remember that the
government belongs to the people and the
elected members of this city's government
are merely employees of the people. The
government is simply the people of a
community, be it large or be it small, that
gather together and elect by a majority
vote people to represent the government.
Of all our elected governments, our local
government has more effect upon our
daily lives and we exercise more powerful
and direct influence on local than on state
or national policies. Local governments
are the stronghold and training camps of
democracy, and we the people of this
community must participate.
If our elected representatives cannot
recognize the problems of our govern-
ment, we the people must help them do so
and find and apply the answers to them.
Because the functions of the local
government so closely affects our daily
well being, it is particularly important that
they be efficiently performed. When our
city government exceeds its budget by
approximately $35,000.00, the functions of
this government are not being efficiently
performed.
It is absolutely essential that we the
people start participating in the great
work of building our community in such a
way in which the ideals of democracy find
full realization. We, the people, must show
our representative government that we
are concerned by attending the meetings
of the council and voicing our objections
and giving our approval to the actions of
our elected officials. I would like to urge
this elected body to seek the aid of the
people, because I am sure you realize that
the essential facts of life of any com-
munity are learned from the thinking and
ideals of the people and not in isolation.
Russell Dowdy
P. 0. Box 421
Murray, Ky 42071
111EARTliN
HEARTUNE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems--fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: My husband passed away in
July of 1975. I am 66 years old, and I was
drawing Social Security on my own work
record. Since my husband's benefits were
more than mine, I started to draw widow's
benefits on his work record. When he died,
I collected the $225 death benefit from
Social Security. Will my survivors be
eligible for this when I pass away, even
though I am now drawing widow's
benefits?—T.R.
Answer: Yes. Your heirs would be
eligible for the $255 lump sum death
benefit. Anyone with enough quarters
under Social Security regardless if they
Contemporary Religious Thought




Freedom is a word which has played a
great role in the history of our nation. In
this forthcoming bicentennial year we will
hear the word "freedom" often. Do we
really understand its essence?
What good is freedom in terms of a
democratic government if the people
living within that government are
prisoners to those vices and material
possessions which often destroy the in-
dividual?
Victor Frank) is one of the survivors of
Nazi concentration camps. In his book,
Man's Search for Meaning, he tells how the
concentration camps were designed to
reduce human beings to something less
than human. Each prisoner was stripped
-of all his personal possessions. Even' his
name was forgotten; he became a number.
These helpless persons were driven
about like animals, worked until their
strength was gone, then herded into gas
chambers and exterminated. The pressure
was strong to give in and to become only a
thing, a number, an animal. However,
some prisoners managed to live and die as
men and women made in God's image.
Frank) notes how the concentration
camps thus mirrored the paradox of man
in the twentieth century: "After all, man is
that being who has invented the gas
chambers of Auschwitz; however he is
also that being who has ordered those gas
chambers upright, with the Lord's Prayer
or the, Shema Yisrael on his lips."
Jesus Christ sets us free. His freedom is
born within man where freedom must
truly begin. It is this kind of freedom our
nation desperately needs today. The
freedom which Christ gives within each
person enables us to survive war, tragedy,
sickness and-economic depression.
Christ's freedom will also help us sur-
vive prosperity and liberty, for many have
used even these to their own destruction.
are drawing their own or on a spouse )is
eligible for the lump sum benefit.
Heartline: I am on Medicare now
because I have been drawing Social
Security disability benefits for three
years. I am only 57 years old. If! go back
to work due to improvement in my
physical condition and my Social Security
disability is cut off, will my Medicare also
be stopped?—G.S.
Answer: yes. Your Medicare eligibility
ends one calendar month after the month
you receive notice that your disability
benefits are no longer payable.
Heartline: I have been receiving my
Social Security checks for four years. I
have never had any problems. and I have
always received my check on the third of
the month. In July, I did not receive my
check. Is there any way that you can help
me?—F.N.
Answer: Yes, we can. Heartline has
developed methods of cutting the red tape
through the Social Security department.
Write us a letter giving a complete ex-
planation of your problem. Make sure ou
put in your full name, address and your
Social Security number. Also, put the
address of your local Social Security of-
fice. Send all this information to Heartline.
Dept. 70, 8514 North Main St., Dayton, Ohio
45415.
Heartline: My first husband was a
veteran of W.W.I., and when he passed
away I was drawing a check from the V.A.
I then remarried and my check from the
V.A. stopped. I am now planning to get a
divorce from my second husband. Is there
any way I can get my V.A. pension check
back again?—C.M.
Answer: Yes. When you get your
divorce, you will again be eligible for your
V.A. widow's benefits. You should re-apply
at your local V.A. office.
Isn't It The Truth
The interesting thing about Congress is
not that it does some few things that are
ood, although I can't think of one at the
, but that It cloak so mush that is
—like, for instance, refusing to study
up on the difference between a measly




































































































































WILL YOU CATCH IT?— The Murray State Racers, now 4-3-1 on the
season, will be playing Eastern Illinois in Charleston, Ill., this
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. Of course quarterback Mike Hobbiewill be




















Direct Service to Louisville.
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Redskins Favored To
Win Duel With Cards
By IIAL BOCK . .
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Go fig-
ure.
The figures under the roster
column labeled "Age" tell us
that the Washington Redskins
are obviously too old to be run-
ning around on football fields.
At their age, these guys should
be out in the parking lots, en-
joying the tailgate parties,
stead of banging heads every
Sunday.
So the Redskins obviously
have no business at or even
near the top of the National
Conference East Division. But
that's where they are, grittily
hanging on to a piece of first
place.
The other piece belongs to
the young St Louis Cardinals,
whose high-powered offense
keyed by fleet Mel Gray and
Terry Metcalf is one of the
most exciting in the National
Football League.
Say hello to the Cards, but do
it in a hurry. Otherwise you'll
miss these speed-burners.
The combination of Redskin
injuries and Cardinal youth
coakes St. LoliS a 31/2-point
choice in most quarters. But
the Pro Picker figures the old
guys have one or two big
games left in them. So, he'll
stick with Washington this
week.
Last week's figures were 10-3,
increasing the season's record
to 76-28 for .731.
The picks:
Washington 24, St. Louis 17















son to run the Redskin offense
with Kilmer out. But he did the
job in the second half last week
and there's no reason to believe
he can't do it in the full game
this time around.
Miami 31, Houston 21
The mechanical Dolphins are
just too good for the young Oil-
ers, who'll be in Miami's class
some day, but not this week.
Los Angeles 23, Atlanta 10
A soft schedule and a fat lead
may have made the Rams a
little lackadaisical. Maybe los-
ing to San Francisco last week
will snap them back to reality.
Certainly, the Falcons won't,
even if Steve Bartkowski can
play.
Minnesota ZS, New Orleans 7
This will be nine in a row for
the Vikings, who just keep win-
ning. But the Saints offer no
real challenge in this mis-
match.
Pittsburgh 30, Kansas City 10
The Steelers are beginning to
think about the playoffs and
that'll be bad news for the
Chiefs. KC has won four of the
last five including last Monday
night's turnover travesty at
Dallas. Pittsburgh doesn't en-
gage in that kind of bumbling.
Oakland 38, Cleveland 7
Oh my, can't something be
done about this pairing? If the
Raiders are merciful, the win-
less Browns may stay within
four TDs or so. If Oakland gets
mad, look out'
Detroit 20, Green Bay 10
.Now that he's piloted the
lions to two straight victories,
cati we really still call Joe
Reed a third-string quarter-
back? And by the way, what-
ever happened to Green Bay's
"Fresh Start With Bart?"
N Y. Jets 28, Baltimore 24
Upset Special. It was about
this time last year that the Jets
resurrected themselves and
won six straight games. The
coaches tell you this year's
team is better than that one
was and it's about time they
started playing that way.
Dallas 19, New England 14
Cowboys must win if they
have NFC East title aspira-
tions. The season has already
been shot for the Patriots. So
pick the team that needs the
game most. That translates to
Dallas, but not by much.
San Francisco 16, Chicago 13
Steve Spurrier is the differ-
ence here. He threw three
touchdown passes in his first
start last week as the 49ers
beat the Rams by one point.
The Bears should be easier ...
about two points easier.
Den ver 24, San Diego 10
The Broncos came close to
upsetting Cincinnati last week,
losing by a single point because
of a bad snap on an extra-point
try. They won't need that point
against the winless Chargers.
NY Giants 23, Philadelphia 16
Both teams played well last
week but lost to the NFC East
leaders, the Giants bowing to
Washington and the Eagles to
St. Louis. One of them will win
this week ... or would it be
more appropriate to say that
one of them will lose, since
that's what both seem to do
best?
Cincinnati 27, Buffalo 10
The Bengals can't run with
the ball but they certainly can
throw it. And the Bills defend
well against the run but have
trouble when the ball is in the
air. That adds up to a Cincin-
nati victory.
4•1
GOING, GOING GONE — It looks like Craig Rogers of the loiter
freshman team is going to bounce out of the gym because he's so
high off the floor. Rogers hod six points but the Laker froth fell 64-
$3 to Felton County.
Monroe Helps Knicks Break
Snap Five-Game Losing Skid
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Earl Monroe has a good
point: you can't score from the
bench.
"I only played five minutes,"
Monroe said, explaining why he
only took two shots from the
field and scored three points in
the opening half of Thursday
night's National Basketball As-
sociation game with the Hous-
ton Rockets.
"The Pearl" saw quite a bit
more action in the final two pe-
riods, winding up with 23 points
while leading the Knicks to a
108-102 victory, their first after
five straight losses.
New York had a balanced at-
tack with Bill Bradley scoring
17 points, Spencer Haywood 16,
Walt Frazier 14 and John Gia-
nelli 13. Houston's Mike Newlin
took scoring honors with 26
points, while Murphy added 22
and Joe Meriweather and Rudy
Tom janovich had 21 each.
Bullets 110, Celtics 107
Washington's Wes Unsold and
Elvin Hayes sank free throws
in the final 12 seconds to give
the Bullets a narrow victory
over Boston. The Celtics rallied
in the final period, pulling from
an 89-75 deficit going into the
quarter to just one point down,
108-107, with 19 seconds remain-
ing before Unseld and Hayes
succcessfully hit from the free
throw line. Phil Chenier, who
scored 10 points in the final
quarter, paced Washington with
24 points and Dave Bing added
22, while Boston's Charlie Scott
led all scorers with 29.
Suns 106, SuperSonics 103
With Phoenix leading 104-103,
the Suns' Paul Westphal
blocked a Slick WAtts shot and
Phoenix recovered. Keith
Erickson was then fouled in-
tentionally, but he sank both
free throws to ice the Suns' vic-
tory over Seattle. Dick Van
Arsdale led Phoenix with 20
Quize The 3-minute test that could• save you 6000 on a luxury car.
Becauss several sedans fall into the "luxury" category, we've set
down a few very specific questions you should ask yourself before you
buy. The answers may surprise you. And just may save you $5000.
Q
Which is the only one with OS fuel injection giving it by far the
greater gas mileage-30 mpg on the highway and 20 mpg in
ie the city? (EPA estimates'
4ft 401'
0 BMW 1.0si 0 AUDI 1013LS 0 MERCEDES 22) n CADILLAC SEVILLE 0 I AGUAR x16
U.Which has the most trunk space;'
o 'PAW SIM 0 AUDI MS 0 MEXCEDES 2K1 CADIU.AC SEVILLE 0 IAGL/A/I KI6
CP Which is the only one with front-wheel drive for greater crosswind• and tracking stability?
pewit°. a AUDI 10EILS C AMPULES 222 0 CADILLAC SEVILLE 0 AGUAR 26
0 •Which costs about $5000 less than the others?




tFor the standard shift model.
The actual mileage you get may vary, depending on the type of driving
you do, your driving habits, your car's condition and optional equipment.
- Carroll VW-Audi
753-88.50 800 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
points while Bruce Seals and
Leonard Gray scored 24 and 23
points, respectively, for the Su-
perSonies.
Warriors 98, Bulls 87
Held scoreless in the first pe-
riod, Rick Barry exploded for
38 points to lead Golden State
past Chicago. It was the War-
riors' five straight victory and
their seventh against two loss-
es.
Spurs 124, Squires 100
Scoring 12 straight points late
m the first period, San Antonio
broke open the game and never
trailed in handing Virginia its
sixth consecutive defeat and
11th loss in its last 12 games.
Billy Paultz led the Spurs with
21 points while James Silas and
George Gervin added 20 each
as San Antonio posted its fourth
win in a row.
Eastern Goes Out Of
State Hoping For Win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Eastern Kentucky, unable to
win in the Bluegrass State the
past two weeks, takes it bat-
tered show on the road Satur-
day in an attempt to salvage
sane pride from what has sud-
denly become a dismal season.
After strolling to six wins and
a tie in its first seven outings,
Eastern has run into a bad
spell — two staright losses,
both in the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence, that have knocked the
Colonels out of championship
contention.
The bad times began two
weeks ago in a 26-7 shocker at
"Murray and continued last
week in Richmond, when in-
vading Tennessee Tech dumped
Eastern 14-3.
So this week, the staggering
Colonels head for Ohio and a
match with Ashland, 4-5.
In other games involving
Kentucky colleges, Louisville is
at Northeast Louisiana Murray
Is at Eastern Illinois, Morehead
entertains Akron, Centre visits
Rose-Hulman and bowl-bound
Kentucky State pays a call on
Alabama State.
Western Kentucky, the leader
in the Ohio Valley Conference,
has the week off and George-
town completed its season last
week.
Eastern may think it has an
easy game on tap this weekend
but the Colonels should beware
of an Ashland club that took
Evansville to the limit last
week before dropping a 32-31
decision.
Louisville, 1-8, runs into Joe
Bruner, the No. 4 passer in the
country and seventh nationally
in total offense. Bruner has
completed 151 passes for 1836
yards and shows 1837 yards to-
tal offense. But his team shows
only a 3-6-1 record.
On the Louisville side of the
ledger, senior tailback Walter
Peacock is 131 yards shy of be-
ceming the 32nd major college
runner to collect 3,000 yards
rushing. The diminutive Pea-
cock will get a final shot nest
week at West Texas State.
Murray, which staggered ear-
ly in the year, has rebounded
for a 4-3-1 overall mark. Much
of the credit falls to quarter-
back Mike Hobble, the OVC
leader in passing and total of-
fense. He's completing 11.3
passes per game for 1188 yards
and has accumulated 142 yards
a game on offense.
Morehead broke a six-game
losing streak last week with a
7-3 win over East Tennessee.
The winning score came on a
67-yard bomb from Phil Simms
to Keith Mescher.
Centre was upset by Kenyon
26-7 last week when the Colo-
nels committed-Aine larpavers
— feat lootitmblis ape five
pass interceptions.
Turnovers also killed Ken-
tucky State last time out as the
Thorobreds chalked up 11 er-
rors on the way to a 26-0 drubb-
ing at the hands of Livings tone,
N.C. But State, 7-2, still re-
ceived — and accepted — a
berth in the Orange Blossom
Classic in Miami and would ap-
parently be anxious to make
amends for last weekend's
shoddy performance.
New Farm Club
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Cleveland Indians will send
Class A baseball team rookies
to Batavia of the New York-
Penn League, club officials said
Thursday.
Officials say the Batavia
team will replace the Sarasota,
Fla., of the Gulf Coast League.
GOLF
MEXICO CITY — Mexico's
Victor Regaled° fired a six-un-
der-par 65 to take a three-stoke
lead after the first round of the
$40,000 Mexican Open Golf
Tournament.
"THIS YEAR I'VE GOT

















"This winter I'm gonna
make sure nobody gets stuck
without snow tires.
"Even if you can't afford
my steel belted radials or my
bias belteds, you still
can have snows.
"Because I've got
a bias ply snow tire
that just about everybody can
afford. And I'll mount and
balance those tires. You won't
even have to pay for that
"So this winter
nothing should stop
you. Not the snow or
the dough."
*Offer available at participating dealers.
/2 ()II COMPANY
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-- NON-CONTACT SPORT? — For Riese of ye who don't ere& girls
basketball, it's just is rough, if not more so, then the beys. Here,
Becky Imes (13) of the takers gees fore rebound. Watch.' is Rose
Ross (22) of the takers.
(Staff Flames* lake Irsiedes#
By MIKE BRANDON
sports motor
Bob Ward, a Murray High and MSU
graduate and now the assistant basketball
coach at Carlisle County High School, was at
the Calloway County freshman game last
night.
Guess what we talked about.
Bob tells me Carlisle County will not have
its 6-5 center (Gaddie) playing until sometime
around Christmas. And with just about
everybody gone from last year's team, it
might not be another banner year for the
Comets.
Okay Bob. But where there's a Martin or
two left, there's a beginning. Steve Martin
( brother to John and Robert, both Carlisle
stars) played quite a bit last year while
Kenny played mostly on the jayvees.
But for all the fans thinking Carlisle County
is down this year, don't count them out just
yet. There's a word called tradition and it has
a lot to do with building programs.
What about tonight's game?
Maybe, just maybe, the Comets will be
overlooking Calloway County. For the past
five years, the Comets have won the St. Mary
Thanksgiving Tournament. And the way the
draw came out this time, the chances for
number six look pretty good.
Carlisle will play Livingston Central on the
26th. In the nightcap, Heath will play Lowes.
The other bracket will find Ballard and
Symsonia playing at 7 p.m. on the 27th while
the nightcap will find host St. Mary playing
Lone Oak.
Carlisle couldn't have ordered a more
perfect setup. So, they might be looking ahead
instead of thinking about tonight.
Overall, the Lakers have more experience,
though Calloway is lacking at the pivot.
Last year, the predictions would up at .793
for the basketball season and I didn't do the





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Bishop David and St. Xavier,
ranked 1-2 in Jefferson County,
collide tonight to determine
which team will advance into
state playoff competition.
Meanwhile, 17 other ranked
teams kick off the first round
of eliminations this weekend.
Seven of the 25 teams ranked
in the final Associated Press
high school football poll failed
to make the playoffs, but
among those qualifying are the
1-2-3 teams in each of the four
state polls.
Jefferson County will lose ei-
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
One night last winter, a group
of girls from Calloway County
High School walked out into the
winter cold and wondered just
how they had managed to lose a
57-17 game to Fulton County.
It happened again Thursday
night in Jeffrey Gymnasium
only this time, Fulton County
did the walking and wondering.
Battling back from a nine-
point halftime deficit, the Laker
girls turned the tables on the
highly-regarded Pilots to take
an exciting 45-39 win in the first
game of the season for both
teams.
recent sports survey, I found that many
people liked the predictions, so here we go:
Cage Predictions
CALLOWAY COUNTY at Carlisle County
by six: Both teams have the speed. The
Lakers have more experience plus the ad-
vantage of not showing very much in last
week's jamboree. The Comets will certainly
have a big advantage playing at home but the
Laker fans follow their club as well as any
school in the Region. Look for a full house and
a barnburner.
Fancy Farm at CUBA by 11: The Cubs
bounced a weak Cairo Camelot team in their
opener. Fancy Farm is 1-1. Anything can
happen in Graves County basketball but in
this case, you have to go with the home team.
Sedalia at SYMSONIA by 17: Symsonia
might be the best team in the Second District.
That's right, and that includes Mayfield.
Sporting the best sophomore in the Region in
Tim Allred plus a front line of 6-5, 6-4 and 6-
3e2, the Rough Riders will make it rough
going for many teams this year.
Wingo at LOWESby 11: Wingo is 1-2 on the
year. Lowes has won its only game, a victory
over Sedalia. Lowes is a big and veteran club
and since they are at home, you have to go
with the Blue Devils.
Racer Scrimmage
The Murray State basketball team will hold
its final open scrimmage of the season at 7
p.m. Saturday in the Fieldhouse.
Then on Monday, the Racers will be playing
the Blue-Gold game at 7:30 p.m. at Paducah
Community College. The game had been
scheduled for Paducah Tilghman.
Then a week from Monday, the Racers open
the season with an exhibition game at home
with Athletes in Action.
Grid Playoffs
State Tonight
ther its No. 1 or No. 2 team,
depending on the outcome of
the Bishop David-St. X show-
down.
At least five ranked teams
will fall by the wayside when
the dust settles after this first
of four playoff weekends.
That's because there are five
games involving ranked teams
on a glittering first round
schedule.
In State AAAA, No. 1 Ashland
Is at Dixie Heights, No. 2 Lex-
ington Tates Creek is at Lex-
ington Lafayette, No. 3 Owens-
boro is at No. 5 Paducah Tilgh-
man and unranked Clark Coun-
ty is at unranked North Hardin.
PIM D
FLCP SPECIAL





• 9 pcs finger lickin good"chicken
• I pt potatoes • I pt fresh coleslaw
• V, pt crocklin' gravy • 6 butter rolls
ou., Good(omood ii•••• Only
In State AAA, No. 1 Franklin-
Simpson is at Henderson City,
Knox Central is at No.2 Ft.
Thomas Highlands, Madison
Central is at No. 3 Shelby Coun-
ty and unranked Belfry meets
unranked Cawood.
In State AA, No. 1 Middles-
boro is at No. 3 Somerset, un-
beaten Green County is at No. 2
Mayfield, No. 4 Scott County is
at unranked LaRue County and
unrated Rowan County is at un-
ranked Hazard.
And in State A, No. 5 Tom-
pkinsville is at No. 1 Heath, No.
3 Frankfort is at No. 2 Harrods-
burg, Raceland is at Ludlow
and Elkhorn City is at Pine-
ville.
The Jefferson County race is
still up in the air. The second
participant in the First Region
playoff won't be decided until
tonight's Bishop David-St. X
game, while the Second Region
will stage a pair of sub-region
playoffs Saturday to determine
finalists for next weekend's
chanmpionship.
Each team is shooting for a
spot in the state championship
game for its particular class.
Classes AAA, AA and A will
stage state championship
games in two weeks at Western
Kentucky University in Bowling
Green; the Class AAAA title
game will be held Dec. 5 at a
site and time to be determined
TENNIS
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Chris Ev-
ert, the No. 1 women's tennis
player in the world, signed a
two-year contract for a report-
ed $160,000 a year with the
Phoenix Racquets of World
Team Tennis
HONG KONG — Alex Mayer
of Wayne, N.J., upset fourth-
seeded Ken Rosewall of Aus-
tralia 8-2, 4-8, 6-4 to move into
, the quarter-finals of the *50,000
Citizens Tennis Classic
The Laker girls did not look
Like themselves though. They
made bundles of floor mistakes
and had a miserable night
shooting from the field. But
when it counted most, they
settled down and played like the
team they were the last half of
last season. •
"The ball just wouldn't fall in
for us," commented Laker
Coach David Lanier.
"We weren't taking good
shots at all. We really just
outweathered them."
With 47 seconds left in the
first period, Marilyn McKenzie
hit on a rebound shot and
Calloway got a lead of 11-10.
Felicia Pinner added a bucket
and Rose Ross a free throw to
push the Lakers to a 14-10 lead
at the quarter stop.
Then early into the second
frame, the Lakers lost the lead.
They did not regain it until the
last period.
Pinner, the fine sophomore
center, got into foul trouble in
the first half as did backup
center Lois Wilkins. And the
highly-aggressive Fulton
County team began to dominate
the play, rolling out to a 29-20
lead at intermission.
Early in the third period,
behind the play of guards Becky
and Susie Imes, the Lakers
mounted a comeback. At the
3:40 mark of the period, Susie
Imes hit on a three-point play
and the Lakers trailed only 31-
29.
It was a two-point game in
favor of the Pilots at the end ,of
the period, 35-33.
A half-minute into the last
quarter, the Lakers tied it as
Critter McKenzie knocked in a
15-footer. Then Calloway got a
brief lead as Becky Imes scored
on a fastbreak to make it 37-35.
Fulton County then came
back with three straight points
and the Lakers found them-
selves down 38-37. Then on a
fastbreak, Ross hit Critter
McKenzie with the lead pass
and the Lakers went on top to
stay at 39-38.
One of the keys in the game
came at the 4:51 mark when
senior Kathy Calhoun put back
a rebound shot and Calloway led
41-38. The Lakers went into the
delay and did a good job of
holding the ball and forcing the
Pilot defense out.
There were several out-
standing people in the garlic
Brotherhood Bowl
SEGUIN, Tex. ( AP) — Texas
Lutheran College faces Midland
Lutheran College of Fremont.
Neb., at the Lutheran Broth-
erhood Bowl on Saturday in a
football game which should be
anything but brotherly.
Midland beat Westmar 26-20
last week in finish its regular
season with a 9-1 slate. Texas
Lutheran finished 8-1 after
blasting Bishop 47-14
Texas Lutheran finished 11-0
last year to win the NAIA
II title.
The Brotherhood Bowl, billed
as the first bowl game of the
season, will be at Seguin's 9.-
000-seat Matador Stadium.
Susie lines, who started off slow
and sat out much of the first
half, came on strong in the
second half and finished with a
game-high 11 points.
Ross, only a freshman, was
superb. She was all over the
floor on defense and her fine
ballhandling in the final
minutes certainly helped to sink
the Pilots.
Another freshman who made
a fine showing was center
Stephanie Wyatt.
Although she did not score,
Wyatt swept the boards clean in
the final half and that may have
been thepasest important factor
in the Laker win.
"I'm really proud of
everyone," Lanier said.
"We just wanted it more than
they did."
Lanier said Fulton County is
"one of the most physical clubs
we'll play this year."
Freshmen Lose
In a fine freshman boys
game, the Lakers dropped a
tough 64-53 contest to a fine
Fulton County team.
Fulton County led 12-9 at the
first quarterstop. and 30-22 at
intermission. Then in the third
period, with the fullcourt press
helping a lot, the Pilots began to
run all over the Lakers and
zipped out to a 52-31 lead.
Early in the fourth period, the
Lakers threw on a fullcourt
press and behind .the fine
defense and offense of Scott
Barrow, Calloway made it into
a game.
The Lakers got it down to nine
points before Fulton County
finally sewed the game up.
Barrow paced the scoring
with 20 points.
The Laker freshmen and
varsity girls will play at Fulton
City next Thursday.
Freshman Game
Fulton Co. 12 18 22 12-64
Calloway 9 13 9 22-53
Fulton ( 64)—Holder 10,
Pierson 2, Caldwell 1, Wray 4,
Gilbert 8, Holloway 6, Winters 8,
Curtis 8, Akers 9, Alexander 4
and McKinney 4.
Calloway ( 53)—Rogers 6, R.
Cunningham 5, McCuiston 4,
Guthrie 2, Erwin 3, Garland 7,











Fulton County II 19 6 4-39
Calloway County 14 6 13 12-45
SAME TEAM — Marilyn Mckenzie (21) and toes Wilkins (23) both
battle for a rebound. The Laker girls opened their season Thursday
by winning ',tough contest over Fatten County.
THAT'S DOUBLE-TEAMING — If you don't know what the term
"dovislo-toesming" moons, then jest leek at the pictere. Ricky
Garland (left) and Scott Borrow (31) of the Luker freshman seism
cambia to make a stool from a Felton Comity player.
(5/1165 PINIINI by Wks breisdeol
By F.T. MACFEELY
Associated Press Writer
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
The 14th-ranked Florida Gators
meet a Kentucky football team
Saturday that has run more
plays than any other in the
Southeastern Conference and
has a tough defense. But the
Wildcats lack the record to
show for it.
Florida is 7-2 and Kentucky is
2-6-1 going into this SEC game.
While the Gators virtually
blew their title chances in last
week's loss to Georgia, they
can sew up a bowl bid with a
victory.
"Everybody came out of the
coma Tuesday, and we had
some good practices, except
that the flu kept several people
off the field," Coach Doug
Dickey said. "I hope we can
get enough Gatorade into them
so they'll recover."
Neither Dickey nor Kentucky
Coach Fran Curci can figure
why the Wildcats' running star,
Sonny Collins, has had two slim
weeks in a row, gaining less
than 50 yards each time.
"We'll need Sonny's rushing
ability," Curci said. "I hope he
breaks out of his slump."
"Collins can scare you,"---
Dickey said. "He's a super r:
back."
Although Collins missed last
year's Kentucky-Florida game
with a broken leg, the Wildcats
handed Florida its second
straight upset after the Gators
accepted a Sugar Bowl bid.
Jimmy DuBose, leading run-
ner in the Southeastern Confer-
ence with 1,151 yards, is in top
shape along with halfback Tony
Green.
Larry Brinson, the third run-.
rung back in the Florida wish.'
bone, is bruised and may be re-










102.3 on doe FMDiaI
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Seal your home as
tight as possible by in-
sulating, by using





without the extra use
of electricity.
Murray Electric System
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Golden Gophers Hope
To Upset Ohio State
By T1.111 WHITE . .
AP Sports Writer
Whoops!
It's like that classic old mov-
ie scene where the Ming Vase
sits on the pedestal in the par-
lor. After weathering thousands
of years of Chinese history and
the raucous comings and goings
of the neighborhood kids, it fi-
nally gets toppled by the proud
owner himself as he's trying to
swat a fly.
As far as the college football
picture is concerned, the clum-
sy oaf was Old Man Upset, the
fly was a team like Kansas,
and the vase was really a bowl
— in fact a bunch of bowls.
Last weekend's upsets of Okla-
homa, Penn State, Southern
California and Florida have got
the various bowl committees
near tears. Who to invite?
Ohio State's top-rated Buck-
eyes seek their 10th consecutive
victim this Saturday in Min-
nesota, en route to a hopefully-
profitable encounter Nov. 22
with Michigan and then a Rose
Bowl invitation.
The Buckeyes, 9-0, have
worked overtime against the
pass in practice this week.
They hope to remain tied v4.th
Michigan for the Big Ten lead
and strengthen their chances of
battling the Pacific-8 king —
probably California, UCLA, or
Stanford — for the Roses.
Minnesota, 5-4-0, led by quar-
terback Tom Dungy, has an up-
set on its collective mind, how-
ever, after a 31-7 triumph over
Iowa, a 33-9 win over North-
western and a 28-21 loss to
Michigan. But first it'll have to
halt Ohio State's backfield,
headed by Heisman Trophy
winner Archie Griffin. Griffin
already has passed the 5,000-
yard career mark and will be
looking to extend his national
record of 31 games of more
than 100 yards rushing.
Meanwhile, sixth-ranked Ok-
lahoma, still tussling with Ne-
braska for Big Eight honors
and an Orange Bowl bid, is
bracing itself for another
unique experience — bouncing
back after a defeat. The Soon-
ers, who had their 28-game win-
ning streak snapped last week
by Kansas, are scheduled to
visit No. 18 Missouri this week-
end. If Oklahoma expects to
make it to Miami, they first
will have to end the costly turn-
over troubles they had with the
Jayhawks last week.
The only other relatively sure
bowl bet is that the Southwest
Conference winner Texas,
Texas A&M or Arkansas, will






Lovett Brothers Wilson & Holsapple
4th & Elm Sts. Hazel, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
Headons Service Statian
4th & Walnut Sts.
Murray, Ky.
No. 17 Kansas, the proud con-
querors of Oklahoma, will clash
with 10th-ranked Colorado Sat-
urday. They enter the battle
with a 6-3 record over-all and 3-
2 in league play while the Buffs
are 7-2 and 3-2.
In other weekend action in-
volving ranked teams, second-
ranked Nebraska tackles Iowa;
No. 3 Texas A&M visits Rice;
No. 4 Michigan squares off
against Illinois, and fifth-rank-
ed Alabama hosts Southern
Mississippi.
Also: Texas Christian at No.
7 Texas; Pacific at No. 8 Ari-
zona St.; No.9 Notre Dame at
Pitt; No. 11 Penn State at Colo-
rado; No. 12 Arizona at Colora-
do St.; No, 13 Southern Califoa
at Air Force; No. 16 Miami, 0.
at Kent St.; Oregon State at







Crawford Shell U 12
Smith Poultry 25 15
McCuiston Auto Electric 24 16
Steely & Clark Con. 22 18
Complete Auto Repair 22 18
Astro Car Wash 21 19
D. & D. Body Shop 21 19
Murray Fed. Sa vings & Loans . 19 21
Burger Queen 19 21
Roberts Realty 15 26
Shoemaker Seed Co. 13 27
Corvette Lanes 11 5  
High Team Game (SC)
D & p. Body Shop 600
Steely & Clark Con  sas7 
D. & D. Body Shop 565
High Team Game (RC)
D. & D. Body Shop ..,  .  811
D. & D. Body Shop 796
Steely & Clark Con 793
High Team Series (SC)
D. & D. Body Shop 1673
Steely & Clark Coa. 1620
Astro Car Wash.. 1614
High TOM Seties (BC)
D. & D. Body Shop 2306
Steely & Qark Coo. 1247
Astro Car Wash 2235
Murray Fed. Sayings& Loam 2235








'High Ind. Series (SC)
Sondra Rice 548
Jeanette Williams.  514
Margaret likrton 480






- Saadrafamoi.. p i
Mary Smith  i
Margaret Morton 151
Janette Williams  151
Mary Hams 148
Verona Grogan 143
Ethelene McCallum   142
"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"
*Jam More - Deposit Now
**-***********************
1 63/ el * 4 0 .. 30 Months — $1,000 
;61/2% 1 or 2 years — S1,000 11111••••Deposit
;53/4% 90 Day Passbook No Mimi&Daps*
i 51/4  % Regular Passbook'Substantial Intoresf penal ry 'Pewit ad for forty certificate withdraw&





Your savings are insured by
an agency of the Federal
Government up to $40,000 per
account. A man and wife may
have up to $200,000 insured.












Federal Savings & Loan
7th & Main Streets Murray Branch Phone 753 7921
S ( \11 if it kl I LINA "C . Ill ..)
Spurs Start Scoring
But Keep On Losing
By The Associated Press
The Denver Spurs haven't
been scoring much of late and
as a result, haven't been win-
ning.
They finally started scoring
Thursday night — but still
aren't winning.
The Spurs whacked in eight
goals, but their defense was de-
plorable and that cost them an
11-8 decision to the Toronto
Toros in a wide-open World
Hockey Association game.
"It was a defenseman's
nightmare and a goaltender's
nightmare," noted Toronto
Coach Bobby Braun.
Vaclav Nedomansky led the
shelling on Denver's beleagured
goalmouth, knocking in five
shots.
"I just play every game the
same way," said Nedomansky,
shrugging off his superman
performance. "I try to skate
good, shoot good and pass good.
Sometimes it's just a good day
for me."
After finally getting an ex-
plosive scoring game out of his
team and still losing, Denver
Coach Jean Guy Talbot was
slightly shellshocked.
"We keep losing 3-2, 3-2, 3-2
and now tonight we get eight
goals and lose the game," he
said.
In the other WHA games, the
Winnipeg Jets stopped the Cal-
gary Cowboys 4-2 and the San
Diego Mariners whipped the
Cleveland Crusaders 3-1.
The Toros battered Denver
goalies Bob Johnson and Nick
Stanza for their 11 goals on
only 27 shots. Nedomansky's
performance, which tied a
WHA record, also made him
the league's leading goal scorer
with 15 goals in 13 games.
The 19 goals scored by the
two teams also established a
league mark.
Jets 4, Cowboys 2
Mike Ford scored a goal and
assisted on two others to lead
Winnipeg over Calgary. Ford
triggered a two-goal burst in
the first period with a score at
the 8:12 mark, then assisted on
third-period goals by Bill Lesuk
and Veli-Pekka Ketola to lock
up Winnipeg's victory.
Sound A Blow For Liberation,
Boy On Girls' Vollyball Club
By JOHN SHURR
Associated Press Writer
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) —
When Brian Goralski asked for
a chance to try out for his high
school volleyball team, the
coach tried to talk him out of
it.
It wasn't that Brian, a 6-foot-
2 junior at South Bend Clay,
didn't have talent, but rather
that volleyball in Indiana tradi-
tionally is a girls' sport.
"Last year he wanted to
play, too," said Joan Mitchell,
volleyball coach. "But I talked
him out of it because I knew
what would happen."
But so did Brian. After play-
ing on the United States' Junior
Olympic team this summer, he
had made up his mind.
"It may seem kind of funny
and everything," Brian said.
"But I really like the sport.
Volleyball is a little behind in
-the Midwest and the players
aren't as good as they are on
the West Coast, where they
play all the way through high
school and college."
Despite objections from his
coach and some razzing from
his friends, Brian tried out for
Clay's volleyball team and
made it. Suddenly the razzing
turned into nasty heckling.
"I got a lot of harassment
early in the season, but now it's
not bothering me," he said.
-Sometimes people at the
games still yell, 'What are you
doing out there, girl?' or, 'Look
at those hairy legs!'
"But the people I go to school
with are all for me. They want
the team to win the state tour-
nament. We've never won the
state trophy."
Had it not been for a suit
filed in 1971 against the Indiana
High School Athletic Associ-
ation, Brian might not have
been allowed to play volleyball
this year.
It was filed by an 18-year-old
South Bend Riley student, Jo-
nell Haas, who wanted the
chance to play on the boys' golf
team. She won the battle and
the Indiana Supreme Court or-
dered all Indiana schools to
give- girls the opportunity to
qualify for male high school
teams in non-contact sports.
"The Supreme Court said
girls could go out for boys
teams in non-contact sports if
schools don't offer the same
sport for both," said IHSAA
Commissioner Phil Eskew.
it stands to reason that the vice
versa is true, too.
"Schools can only support so
many sports and they're al-
ready taxed financially," Es-
kew said. "We had a number of
complaints about boys playing
early in the season, but things
have quieted down."
Both Eskew and Mrs. Mit-
chell believe that boys playing
on girls' volleyball teams will
hurt the sport for girls.
"I don't think it's fair for the
boys to play against the girls,"
Mrs. Mitchell said. "There
might be some way it could be
done, but the rules will have to
be changed." While seeing the
obvious problems in playing in
the predominantly girls' sport,
Mrs. Mitchell admits she un-
derstands Brian's viewpoint.
"His purpose in coming out for
the team was to try to bring
attention to the fact that boys
need a boys' volleyball team,"
she said.
BASKETBALL
PORTLAND, Ore. — The
Portland Trail Blazers traded
forward John Johnson to the
Houston Rockets for center-for-
ward Steve Hawes in a Nation-
al Basketball Association deal.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy..-.0f- The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. ere urged to call
7534916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the newspaper. Calls must




Just good gas mileage and a low price aren't enough anymore.
You want a car that lasts, too.
Low priced Toyota Corollas have always done better than most
other small cars when it comes to good gas mileage. And the 1976
Corolla SR-5 (pictured herei got 39 MPG on the highway and 24
MPG in the city according to EPA figures.*
But there has to be more to a car than that.
' Because what if.every penny you save on gas.-you lose in repair.
bills? What if the car just doesn't last?
Then, where are you?
Toyota 
youcereorol la ought to be, we think, is in a 1976
Tested upside down,
Inside out
It's a car tested to last.
Upside down and inside
out.
lbst Corollas get rolled
on their roofs, rammed
on their sides and run
smack into a brick wall.
Then, when we're sat-
isfied with the way they








-51;ve mbuill.d is runh
You get Keel-
belted radoal ere. rnag t ype wheels
no One 511.3:11 nu'esttA toe
Si' role. ileac. Camila
SR-i. .1114. 15f. arm t
treglelnSo 10714•
relax In Topeka. no let ing houltet Yee •
Drowned with 3 tons of water
You get a Corolla that's already been drenched with over 3 tons
of water outside to help make sure it stays dry inside.
You get a Corolla that's already been checked to make sure its
rear window defogger defogs, the synchromesh transmission
meshes, the power front
disc brakes brake.
The right Corolla at the
right price
We build six Corollas.
All different and all right.
Because, just like people,
it takes all kinds.
There's the all-business
'2-Door Standard. The
spiffier Corollas are the
2-Door Deluxe', the roomy
4-Door Deluxe and the
sleek Hardtop.
For room, move into
the 5-Door Wagon. For
sporting around. there's
the SR-5
That's it. A full line of
Corollas designed to go
the distance
I/11 aas And 161,1r And
tee .. ,,n the tiler
'vet us erdr








































































*Remember These mksoge reStiltS Ore det1mates the actual mileage you pet. wii Kr/ delve-04c on the type of






































Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Emmanuol Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morn frig Worship 10 45a m
Evening Worship 7 C4) p m
West Fork
Morning Worship 11.00a. m.









Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist




Evening Worship 6:30p. m.
KirkSeY Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 10:50a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.





Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove ,
Morning Worship 11:00
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 5:30 p. m.





4th Sunday 10:30 a. m.
Oki Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10:00a. m.




Evening Services 7:00 p. m.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m'.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a. m.
Preaching lla.m.& 6p.m.








Morning Worship 9:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Wednesday Worship 7:00p. m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Pen ecostal
a Alma Heights
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m„
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly of God
Church School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
United, 310 lrvan Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 P.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 P. m•
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a, m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday II p. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30a.m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 10:30a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist






There are many ways of growing. The on* we're most often coot
cenvid with is physical growth. We supply our childron with MI-
tritious food and milk so that they wlH grow toll, strong, end
hoalthy.
Them is another kind of growth, however, which we often neglect.
Jesus it was said "prow in wisdom, end stators, and in fever with
God and man." Luke 2:52
Kelp your children grow in "favor with God". Give your children
































































Morning Worship 10: 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Kirksey Church of Chris,
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50a.m.




Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
Sunday school 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.






Worship Service 10:45 a.m.







Worship Service 11 a.m., lit Sun-
day, 10.00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10:00 a.m., 2nd I. 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9:30a.m.
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
Independence United
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Kiritsity United
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
coRtwaRer United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. lit &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. lit & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00a.m. 3rd & 4th Sun-
day
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
First Methodist
Worship 5:4511 10:50 a.m.
Russels Chapel United
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Gosohn Methodist
Worship Service at 11:00a.m. lit &
3rd Sundays, 9:30 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 a.m. 1st &





Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
lst & 2nd Sundays, 11:004.m.
lit & 3rd S. 4th Sunday
Mt. Hobron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. lit
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Sorvices 10:45 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 9:30a.m.
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd & Ith Sunday 11:00a.m.
No evening Worship
Bethel United
1st & Ird Sunday 11:00a.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday 9:30a.m.
Evening 6:00 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove





Sunday SCD001 - 10:45 a.m.
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If God is your partner, maks
your plans large
Astro Car Wash
ISO.NS Chasellsif MerreT. Ky.
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complote Tire Service Canter








U.S. 441 Mirth 6 cie p.m EverydayBenjamin •
.40
tient PIIIKA410 Houses,it if.. Worlds largest and chain if
locally owned aitil operated.
--- - -
Main ivioore paintin 753, —.MIN US AFTS* CHURCH—"1_111 PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"Mg
t.'''---,-
...
1 cer•ir e‘l !%! !1i .
Residential Service For
Carpets-Floors-Smoke & Odor Removal
Walls & Furniture
Call Collect 247.7133
Grecian Steak House _
TOM ANDREWS—YOUR HOST
We ore rennin, specials Daily, Mon. thew Thom
041., Sat., Son. -T-Ilione Steele Special
Mi. 121% Ext. eel—Cal. in Orders te 753-4419
Murray Livestock co.








Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday atiglal-----
e-Comercial IllefrigeratteliAir Corulitioning-Hitatin in
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE ---- -...--
-Caggiete umnissist
, R:: -heel Ind Allgamest
Tals4Iptispek Sinks-WM . I. DODSON, OWNER Chestnut pftwiut 952.09e9 //01.716 -Camaplata T4, ,,,t 
,
Coin a Tress Motor Sales
Nerwel-Matsider-0reasiM4oep
Tep OnalIty Used Cars
flue Feints PMne 733-64411
University Gulf Service
.,•.„,th„, 3i








L. D. Workman-Owner.... Tires Batteries a Accessories
Open 6 a.m.-6 p.m.-Closed Sunday
121 & Iiitti St. 713-5762
"For The Woman Who Cares''
Chestnut St. 753-3142 
7 Serving Murray State University1413 Olive Blvd. M-2134
112
Werth 12th St. 713 7771
Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1153 Petpue—Vi IWO I. us. 1211b—Pliatta 753-1419., a
,
it Juanita's Flowers, Inc.
lire 444 "WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS—
'-.p , SnATV •
ze.. Iiiiii 
THINK OF OURS"
,,, -,..., cod"' „,•
' giTi • ard 917 Coldwater Rd. 713-zses
V
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices NW Cern, Wheat & Soybeans











901 Sycamore PINIMe 753-7724
Murray Glass Co. Inc.
Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117 Night Call 753-0235
1202 Johnson Blvd. Dan Barrow
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
, NEVIleg Day Yew Delay Lets Sugs Nave
Their Way."
IN So. UM St 7534914
Palace Cafe
Five Points 753•7912
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Men* 753-5017
He Who Has Never
Failed Has Never Tried
'The Christian Book Center







*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *
K. Lake Stott Perk PA. 4744245
(ompLimENTs
Paschall Truck Lines
at .. 15) 1717
Air
Shopping Center 00




f Shop Ion lhe
Murray Datsun, Inc.
ari
OPEN EVENINGS TIC I 00
5 12th St ,51 1114
Murray, Ky.
aninfiri, fan,' v
Acres Of fret parking Murray, 
Ky
Garrison Motor Sales
407 So. Att. 753-4000
Murray, Ky
Kentikial Vied Ckicka
"IT'S FINGER LICKIW G000"
Try Our Delicious Seel and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12M
Call in Orders 753-7161
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC
SOO Main so 12th A Story Chestnut St




Railroad Ave 753 3404
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Sorving Farm Families Since 1934
industrial Rd. 153 1114
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"




.i. IMO —..” 
Homes, Inc.
Murray. KY Ph. 753.9636
109S0. Ky Ph. 52743/3
a
--- Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
F,...,..7i.:1) f lowers for all Occas.ons
House Plants Land scaping




On Hwy 6t Aurora11 a




66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS




Rebuilt E violwes-Raillaters Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
OH Maple St. 753-4424
Taylor Motors, Inc.
Transportation Cent"West er
MOM. TiltK IKS 4th al Poplar 753 1377
4 Murray Upholstery Shop
r modern. te your furniture with new
- 
upholstery
• _- • A Complete Car Upholstery Center
J'"- 401 South 4th 753-0405
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
.
BUILDING BLOCKS a READY MIX CONCERTS
East Main Wort Mom 753.76111
Wayne Darnell Outboard Mar**
Me Dealerters Roses
Murray's Most Consplelle Oessartment Mimi
Control Shopping Cosier 733 117S
.,Stokes Tractor A Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES ANO SERVICE
industrial Road Phone 7111-1319
.
If Your Trouble Is Of Long
Standing, Try K, geeling
Sam-Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service




Bests & Boating Sapplies
HK$ $4 I. 
713-3734
ao•••••









MSU -TV CHANNEL 11 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Tuesday
Nov 18
















































6:30 Human Dimension A Question of
Balance





6:45 King Zog and the
Energy Crunch
7:00 The Answer










1. Clell Peterson, Birds of Western Kentucky
2. Speech as a major means of communicaiion
3. MSU Artist
1. Thayle Anderson and Book Review
2. Dave Patton, Deep Sea Diving
3. Ann Flood, Calloway County Hospital Dietician
1. History in Perspective
2. Howard Newell, MSU Economist
3. Juanita Lynn with Flower Arranging
4. Weekly Shopping Basket
I. MSU Political Scientist
2. Murray High School Sports
3. Ross Henderson, Director of Career Education For the
of Kentucky
Commonwealth
I. Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner
2. Frances Jakes, International_Freeident_of_the National Secretaries
Associationz-
3. Bill Furgerson, Head Football Coadh at MSU















WKAS ZS Owenton WK ON 52
WKGB 63 Pikeville WKP1 22
WCVN 54 Somerset WKSO 29
WKZT 23
WKHA 35 TRANSLATORS
WKLE 46 Barbourville   12
WKMJ 68 Cowan Creek-Eolia  9
WKMA 35 Louisa 10
 WICMR 38 Pineville .-.....•....-.-.--;:::::-..... . 8
WKMU 21 Whitesburg  73
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16
Eastern/Central Time
6:00/5:00 THE TRIBAL EYE:
-Woven Gardens"
7:00/6:00 BOOK BEAT:
"The Politics of Extinction"
7:30/6:30 EVENING AT SYM-
PHONY: "Beethoven's Leonore




1000/9:00 THE ASCENT OF













6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES.
"Grammar VIII Punctuation"
7:00/8,00 OPEN MATH









10:00/9:00 5 STRING BREAK-
DOWN: BASIC BANJO
10:30/9:30 KY. GED SERIES:















6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES
"Grammar VII( Punctuation-
7:00/6:00 HUMAN RELA-






VIVAL KIT: "A Lock and A
Promise. A Look at Mail Order
Sales"
9:00/6:00 THE ASCENT OF
MAN; --"Prie Leerier or Cr.
Broom" Dr. Brunowsko explores
the controversy that swirled
around the theory of evolution
developed cimuitjireOusly by










3:30/2:30 p.m. HUMAN RE-








6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES:
"Grammar IX: Spelling"
7:00/6:00 OPEN MATH
7. 10/F•ld MAN AND ENVI-
RONMENT
8,00/7:00 THE TRIBAL EYE:
"Kingdom of Bronze"
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: "Jennie. A Past and
a Future" Jennie renews ac-
ouaintanre with Montague Porch,
and at age 64, marries him.
10:00/9:00 SAY BROTHER:
NATIONAL EDITION: "At-
tica". .The events that led up to
the Attica uprising, and a re-
living of the traumatic five days
with Roger Chamgen, a former
prifoner who negotiated demands
for the inmates, is spotlighted













6:00/5:00 FACE THE STU
DENTS
6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES
"Grammar IX. Spelling"
7:00/6:00 HUMAN RE LA












Janet Suzman and Ian McKellen
star in one of the torst great
modern paws that deal realos
ticalty with the problems wom-




F fit DRY"NOV E MB E R 2/
Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. KY. GED SE-














































IN DRAMA: "Hedda Gabler"
2:30/1:30 CLASSIC THE,








6-30/5730 NEW SHAPES- ED-
UCATION
7.00/6 00 FIRING LINE
8-00/7.00 INTERNATIONAL
ANIMATION FESTIVAL
8:30/7:30 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK, "Mystery Murals of
Bela, Cetffetenia"
9:00/8:00 SPECIAL OF THE





12:45 p.m - Channel 3 -
College Football
3:00 p.m. - Channel 12'
NFL Game of the Week
3:30 p.m. - Channel 12'
Sports Spectacular: Auto
racing; boxing
4:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -




12:00 Noon- Channel 12 -
NFL Football: Cowboys vs.
Patriots
1:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -
College Football 1975
1:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -





9 30-Focus on Health
iiLui -MOO of Music






6 10-Ky. Farm Bureau
6 30-8-From the Record Library
SUN. NOV. le
8 00-Changed Lives w Ben
8 fia
30--Clearden  Creek Country










"Music of Old Mexico"
2.00-European Concert Hall: -
Music from the Time of the




00-The Goon Show: "The
Affair of the Lone Banana"
BBC radio comedy from the
50's.
5.30-Voices in the Wind w-Oscar
Brand








7.9-From the Record Library
9:00-Folk Festival USA: The 2nd
annual North Carolina
Folklife Festival. Program
features The Blue Sky Boys,
Snuffy Jenkins & Peppy
Sherril, Cas Wal len, and many
more.
TUESDAY NOV. Is





7.8-Firing Line w-William F.
Buckley .
8:15-Opera Workshop (Live)
Henry Bannon NPR Recital
Hall will follow workshop
WED. NOV. 19
9:00-Sigma Alpha Iota Musicale
9:30-National Town Meeting.
"The UN & a new World
Economic Order"
12:30-Powerline
5:30-Options: "The Myth of the
Hyperactive Child"
7-9-From the Record Library.





9 00-Earplay '75 Radio Theatre:
"Departures" by David
Kranes; "The Friends of the
Family" by Donald Bar.
•helme.
noon-Methodist H-our














7.9-From the Record Library







"The Queen of Spades"
(Tchaikovsky)
4:30-Man & Molecules
5:30-Jazz Revisited: "Sittin' In"
Jazz records on which artists
perform with groups other
than their usual ones
6:10-Ky. Farm Bureau
6:30-8-From the Record Library
SUN. NOV. 23
8:00-Changed Lives w- Ben
Haden
3:30-Clear Creek Country




noon-States of the Union: "In-
diana"









5:30-Voices in the Wind w-Oscar
Brand





7:00 - Channel 6 - "Sara
T ... Portrait of a Teenage
Alcoholic", the drama of a
shy young girl who takes up
drinking following
emotional upsets. Stars
Linda Blair. Runs 2 hrs
SUNDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
8:00 - Channel 3- "The
Great Gatsby". Robert
Redford and Mia Farrow
star in this F. Scott Fit-
zgerald classic. Runs 3 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 6 -
"Hombre', - -western
starring Paul Newman as a
white man raised by the
Apaches.- ---- -
- Channel 3- "Cat







7 : 00 - Channel 6
"Guilty or Innocent: The
Sam Sheppard Murder
Case", the movie for
television of a murder case
in Cleveland in 1954. George
Peppard is cast as Dr
Sheppard. Runs 3 hrs
10: 30 - Channel 12 - ' 'The
Weekend Nun", a drama of
a nun who is a juvenile
probation officer. Stars Vie-












6.00 Sunrise 7:00 Hong Kong 6:30 Que. tic 6:33 Sunrise
7 -Q0 Emergency 6:30 News 7:25 Schoolhouse 7:00 Hone Kong
7:00 Pebbles
7 30 Josie 7:00 Pebbles 7:30 Tom/Jerry 7:30 Tom/Jerry
7:30 Bugs Bunny
8 00W. Kitty 7:30 Bugs Bunny 6:25 Schoolhouse 8:30 Lost Sauc.
Road Runnier
8.30 P. Panther Road Runner 8:30 Lost Sauc, 9:00 Gilliam 8:30 
S000by Doo
9:00 Land Lost 8:30 Scooby Doo 900 Gilligan
9:25 Schoolhouse
9:30G. Goolies 9:00 She:3mA sis
9:30 Run Joe 9:00 Shazam 10:00 Speed Buggy
10:00 Far Out
9:30 Goolies10:00 Planet Apes Isis Hour 10:30 Soul Train 10:30 
Ghost Bust.
10:30 Westwind 10:00 Per Out Sp. 9:156 schoolhouse 11:30 Doubleheader
11:00 Dinosaurs
11:00 lotions 10:30 Ghost Bust. 10:00 Spd. Buggy 12:30 NCAA 11:30 Fat Albert
11:30 001 Dinosaurs 10:30 Odd Ball 4:00 Sports 12:00 Film Feat.11:00
11:30 Fat Albert12:00 RFD 11:00 Unc, Crock 5:30 News 1:00 Fun City
12:30 Atop.Fence 12:00 Classic Tales 11:25 Schoolhouse 6:001, Armstrong 1:30 G. 
Pyle
1:00 File 6 1:00 Good News 11:30 Footbell 6:30 Ebony Affair 2:00 Movie
1:15 Sen. Percy 1:30 F lim 3:00 Willy 7:00 H. Cosell
4:30-  P. Mason
1:30 Movie 2:30 P.A. Forum 3:30 Farm 8:00 S.W.A.T.
5:30 News
4:30 Ky, Afield 3:00 GornstWt" 4:00 Snorts 9:00 
Matt Helm 6:00 Hee Hew
5:00 Spirit '78 3:30 Sports 5:30 News


































12:30 Felony Sq. 10:00 12 Reports 1:30 Late Show
10:30 Gurisrnoke
...&
7:00 - Channel 12 -
"That's Entertainment", a
musical with clips from
some 70 movies. Runs 3 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Seven Brides For Seven
Brothers." The musical
story of the kidnapping of
brides on a snowbound




10:30 - Channel 3 -
"Reflections of Muder", a
thriller of murder con-
spiracy between a woman
and her husband's




"Ronnie Caulder". In this
Western, Raquel Welch is
cast in the role of a frontier
woman seeking revenge on
the men who killed her
husband. Runs 2 hrs.
FRIDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
8 : 00-Channel 3 -
"Murder on Flight 502". A
suspense-filled plane ride is




10:30-Channel 12 - ?The,
Trouble With Girls" a
comedy starring Elvis
Presley. Runs 2 hrs.
12:00-Chan s 3."- akin
or Cure", a comedy-
mystery of a bumbling
detective. Runs 90 min.
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 16, 1975 SCHEDULE




6:00 C. CI 0110U p 7:00 Music City 6:30 Bap. Chum. 6:00 
Sunrise
7:30 Gosp. Sing. 6:30 News
7:30 Discovery 7:00 Worship 7:00 Churcti
8:30 Pad. 0ev. 7:00 Dimension
8:00 J. Robison 7:30 J. Swaggart 7:30 Jubilee
Tipton
9:15 Hamilton 7:30 Herald
8:300. Roberts 8:00 Amazing Gr, 8:00 C.
J. Robison
9:30 Gosp. Hr. 8:00 Archie

































1;00 Football 6:00 3 For Road 1:00 C,ollege,
-  -
2:00 Music 6:00
4:00 Kiplinger 7:00 Cher 2:00 Movie 2:30 L. Welk 6:30 
What's Line
4:30 File 6 8:00 Kojek 4:30 Am. Outdoors 3:30 Movie
7:00 Cher
5:00 News Beat 9:00 Bronk 5:00 Lassie 5:30 Wild King.
8:00 Koji*
5:30 News 10:00 News 5:30 Wild King.
6:00 D. Ownond 9:00 Bronk
6:00W. Disney 10:45 Wagon Tr. 6:00 Swiss Fern.
7:006 Mil $ Man 10:00 News
8:00 Movie 12:15 News 7:006 Mil. S Men
8:00 Movie 10:30 Movie
10:00 News Best 8:00 Movie
11:00 Future Shock




























































W • This Life











3:00 You Don't Sit
3:30 N - Th Matinee
F - Ecology















































TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 17, 1975 SCHEDULE






































TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 18, 1975 SCHEDULE



































TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 19, 1975 SCHEDULE



































9:000, R ick les
10:00 News
10:30 P. Mason .---
11:30 Banacek
TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 20, 1975 SCHEDULE

















: 10 30 Movie
12:30 News




7 00 B. Miller
7:30 On Flocks



















TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 21, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WNGE-2 WLAC-S



































6- 30 Tell Truth





























































































































































































Fight Could Delay Agreement
By RUSS PULLIAM
Associated Press Writer
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — A
partisan political fight over a
plan to impose nearly $1 billion
in new taxes to improve the fi-
nances of the state and New
York City could delay a pos-
sible agreement between the
governor and the Ford adminis-
tration to rescue the city from
default.
Gov. Hugh Carey and state
legislative leaders were to meet
with White House officials to-
day in Washington in efforts to
get President Ford to back
Carey's latest plan to save New
York City and the state from
financial disaster and win






Monday night, Nov. 17, at 7:30
p.m. the members of the
Murray Country Club will meet
in a general membership
meeting at the clubhouse for the
purpose of electing three new
members of its board of
directors and to consider any
other business to be brought
before the group at that time.
Six candidates have been
nominated by a committee
made up of Ted Billington,
Jimmy Boone and Jimmy Dale
Clopton for the three positions,
to be made vacant December 31
when the terms of Mrs. Venela
Sexton, Johnny McCage and
Mrs. Lois Keller expire. Mrs.
Keller has served as secretary
to the board for the past two
years.
Those nominated include:
Mrs. Peggy Bithngton, wife of
Bob Billington; Mrs. Margaret
Franklin, wife of W. A.
Franklin; Sal Matarazzo; Mrs.
Betty Jo Purdom, wife of Wells
Purdom, Jr.; J. D. Rayburn and
Dr. Joseph H. Rexroat.
Nominations also may be
made from the floor the night of
the meeting, according to club
preskient Richard K.night, who
is urging every member to be
present.
The club's annual Christmas
Season Open House is set for
Sunday, Dec. 14, at the
clubhouse from 4 to 6 p.m. Tim
Miller, a member of the board
of directors, is in charge of
arrangements, and serving with
him and his wife, Patsy, as
hosts and hostesses for the
holiday highlight will be the
officers and directors along
with their wives and husbands.
Dr. Howard Colson, assistant
to the director of the Seminary
Extension Department of the
Southern Baptist Convention,
Nashville, Tenn., will deliver
the sermon at both the morning
and evening worship hours
Sunday, Nov. 16, at the First
Baptist Church.
Dr. Colson, a retired minister
and who has filled the pulpit at
the local church on several
previous occasions, will be
speaking at 10:45 a.m. and at 7
p.m.
G. T. Moody, educational
director and moderator of the
church, will be assisting with
the services along with the
deacon of the week, Edgar
Shirley.
The adult choir, under the
direction of Rudolph Howard,
will present a special number,
"Go Not Far From Me, 0 God,"
in the morning service. Special
music also will be provided at
the morning service by Sing and
Tell, a young people's group,
singing -He Died for Me" and
' 'Thank You, Lord."
In the evening service, the
Sugar and Spice group, made
up of girls from Murray State
University, will present "In the
Garden" and "Surely, Good-
ness and Mercy."
Mancil Vinson will be in
charise of the offerings, assisted
by James Rudolph, Bob
Billington, Theron Riley, Lloyd
Boyd, Joe Pat Ward and Dr.
Howard Giles, Sr. The nursery
workers for both services will
include: Mrs. Dale Cochran,
Mrs. Jack Crook, Mrs. Patrick
Estes. Susail V-stett.Mrs...JAIW
Rudolph, Danna English, Lisa
English„ Mrs. B. C. Grogan,
Susan Snyder, Patty Robinson
and Mr. and Mrs. Terry Denton
WORK
SOCKS










state Senate Majority Leader
Warren Anderson and Demo-
cratic Assembly Speaker Stan-
ley Steingut were to meet with
Federal Reserve Board Chair-
man Arthur Burns; presidential
economic adviser William Seid-
man; Alan Greenspan, chair-
man of the Council of Econom-
ic Advisers; and aides to
Treasury Secretary William Si-
mon. Simon himself was out of
town.
The meeting was scheduled
Thursday as the President's
press secretary hinted broadly
that Ford may soon endorse
some form of federal in-
volvement in the plan.
"The situation we are talking
about has changed," said White
House spokesman Ron Nessen.
"Obviously there has been fi-
nally, at long last, some serious
action by New York City and
New York State to solve their
own problems."
Simon said in Salt Lake City
late Thursday he hopes Carey's
plan will be approved by the
legislature, but that he believes
the President's policy against a
federal bail-out will not change.
Carey outlined his tax propos-




suggesting hefty increases in
state taxes on income, liquor,
gasoline, corporations and
banks, as well as a one-cent
sales tax hike for the state and
a one-cent hike for New York
City that would Push the total
in the city to 10 cents on the
dollar. The current state sales
tax is 4 cents on the dollar.
Some of those present at the
meeting said they were as-
tounded by the size of the tax
package; reports before the
meeting had suggested tax in-
creases of from $300 million to
$500 million.
Carey reportedly backed off a
bit when faced with criticism
from the Republicans present,
and indicated he was willing to
negotiate.
But the Republicans are ex-
pected to block approval of
many of the tax increases, par-
ticularly a proposed boost in
the surcharge on the personal
income tax from the present
21,2 per cent to 5 per cent.
The other parts of Carey's
plan are designed to refinance
$6 billion of New York City's
$13 billion debt, and balance
the state's $12 billion budget.
In Ford-NYC Issue
The legislature today may
also take up a part of the $6
billion refinancing plan, a
"debt moratorium" proposal to
force individual New York City
noteholders to trade in some
$1.6 billion in notes in return
for longer-term Municipal As-
sistance Corp. securities, if
they refuse, they will face de-
By JULIE FLINT
Associated press Writer
MADRID, Spain (AP) — Gen-
eralissimo Francisco Franco's
heart stopped beating early to-
day but was revived by mas-
sage, sources close to his medi-
cal team reported.
The sources said the 82-year-
old Spanish dictator's heart
gave out at 3:30 a.m. local time
— 9:30 p.m. Thursday EST —
but began beating again after
his doctors rushed to his side to
administer heart massage at
the government-run la Paz
Clinic.
Central Shopping Center
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ley on repayment of the notes.
The rest of the refinancing
plan involves bank purchases of
$1.5 billion worth of city secu-
rities backed by the federal
government, bank rollovers of
a billion in obligations coming
due and city employe pension
fund purchases of $1.87 billion
in city notes.
The report, confirmed by two
independent sources, was not
mentioned in a brief early
morning statement by France's
palace. The statement said only
that the general had passed a
quiet night, "without incident."
F'ranco, ill for the past 29
days, is suffering from several
heart ailments. He is also fight-
ing kidney failure, blood poison-
ing and bronchial pneumonia.
The statement by his palace,
issued after consultation with
duty doctors, indicated the gen-
eral had been untroubled by he-
morrhaging Thursday night for
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RADIO-TV DONATION—Dr. Joe Prince (right), dean of the College of Creative Expression at
Murray State University, inspects a piece of the equipment valued at $1,950 presented to the
Department of Journalism and Radio-Television by the Beta Alpha chapter of Alpha Epsilon
Rho radio-television-film society. Making the presentation was Ron Dahlgren (left), a senior
from Ashburnham, Mass.., and president of Alpha Epsilon Rho. Purchased from proceeds of
radio-television auctions each spring of the past two years, the equipment will be used by both
MSU-TV and WKMS-FM radio on the campus. local merchants donated items auctioned to
raise money for the equipment, which indudes a studio boom microphone, two hand
microphones, two stand microphones, four lavaliere (neck) microphones, two boom
microphone stands, a tape cart player, a portable light system, three cameras and film, a light
meter, and an audio mixer. Dahlgren noted that the equipment is certainly not intended to
satisfy the full needs of radio-television on the campus, but does provide some much-needed
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ABA To Report On Qualifications
Of Justice Nominees By Next Week
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
American Bar Association is
screening a list of fewer than
12 potential Supreme Court
nominees submitted by the
Ford administration and ex-
pects to report on their quali-
fications early next week, an
administration official said.
Atty. Gen. Edward H. Levi
sent the list to the ABA on
Thursday.
A high-ranking official called
it -a very small list" of fewer
than .a dozen persons under
consideration for President
-Ford's nomination to succeed
retired Justice William 0.
Douglas.
Levi invited the ABA to sug-
gest additional candidates, but
an ABA official said the organ-
ization is not likely to do so.
The administration has made
no formal commitment to be














A inheirized Hy* 1100441e Canner
Barrett's
Service Cente
which will rate the potential
nominees as "not qualified,"
"not opposed" or "among the
best available." But officials in-
dicated that Ford would be un-
likely to nominate someone the
ABA called unqualified.
Only a handful of White
House and Justice Department
officials knew the identity of
those on the list, and none were
willing to divulge the names or
other details.
No one would say whether
viomen were included, but First
Lady Betty Ford said she will
continue to urge her husband to
become the first president to
choose a woman for the highest,.
court.
"As a matter of equal oppor-
tunity and equal rights this
would be a very fine example,"
she told reporters.
Some new names surfaced as
lawyers and government offi-
cials continued to speculate
about the possible candidates.
Those women figuring most
prominently in the speculation
included Soia Mentschikoff,
dean of the University of Miami
(Fla.) law school; Betty South-
ard Murphy, chairman of the
National Labor Relations
Board; Carla A. Hills, secre-
tary of housing and urban de-
velopment; and U.S. Circuit
Court Judge Shirley Hufstecller.
Among the men considered
leading candidates were Levi,
Solicitor General Robert H.
Bork, Transportation Secretary
William T. Coleman and Assist-
ant Senate Republican Leader
Robert Griffin, R-Mich.
Senate GOP Leader Hugh
Scott urged Ford to consider
Judge Arlin M. Adams of the
3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in Philadelphia. Scott rec-
ommended Mrs. Hills if Ford
wants to nominate a woman
and Griffin if he wants a mem-
ber of Congress.
It will be essential to have
someone who can avoid a
lengthy period of confirmation
since the court functions best at
full strength," Scott told Ford
in a letter.
White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen agreed that "there
is a certain urgency to have a
full court," and he said Ford
hopes to submit the nomination
to the Senate "as quickly as
possible."
Levi's action in sending the
list to the ABA less than 24
hours after Douglas submitted
his resignation was an in-
dication that the nomination
could come in a matter of days.
Chamber Theatre ProductionsTo
Be By Illinois Group Saturday
Two performances of Flan-
nery O'Conner's selected short
stories will be presented by the
University of Illinois Chamber
Theatre on Saturday,
November 15, at 1:30 p. m. and
eight p.m. on the second floor of
the United Campus Ministry
building, 202 North 15th Street.
The first performance will be
followed by an informal lecture-
discussion led by the cast and
visiting director, Dr. Lee
Hudson. The second show will





Week will be observed by the
Calloway County High School
Guidance Association during
the week of November 16-22,
according to Mrs. Alberta Korb
and Larry Paschall, guidance
counselors at the school.
The sponsors said today there
were over 20,000 different ways
to make a living and the
National Vocational Guidance
Association helps the young to
make realistic decisions
regarding their own careers
through a knowledge of the
many options available.
party which is open to all
audience members, according
to Jill O'Brien, director of the
Murray State University
Readers Theatre.
Ms. O'Brien reported that the
company from UL has compiled
scripts from two short stories,
"Revelation" and "Everything
That Rises Must Converge," for
the special performances,
sponsored by the MSU
Department of Speech and
Theatre.
The performances are free
and no admission will be
charged. Ms. O'Brien said the
quality of this show has been
recognized nationally for the
cast has been asked to perform
at the Speech Communication
Association convention in
December at Houston, Texas.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 14, 1975
Kentucky Purchinie Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 556 Est 905 Barrows & Gilts
mostly .Z higher Sows uneven wts. under
500 steady to 1.00 lower wts. over 500 fully
1.001.50 lower
US 1-2 386-230 the. $50.75-51.25
US 14 006-340 lbs.  150.25-50.75
US 2-4 140-311116: $49.50-50.21
US 3-4 MIN Ibis. 245-75
US 3-4 31103111 lbs. 246.75-49.50
Sows
US 1-2 Mai lb& $30.50-40.50
US 14 180-4/1 ars. 830.50.40.50
US 13 486410 lbs. 840.00-41 Do
US 24 28/148101ba. 030.50-3950
Boars 31.0635.00
Get a new Scout"' II for '76, and head for the backwoods.
Scout II is narrow, with a shorter turning radius to get you
into places most other four-wheelers can't. But even on the
toughest terrain, it's surefooted, with a heavy-
duty frame and sturdy leaf-spring suspension.
See your International Harvester Dealer.
Vicki Sue Conner of
Madisonville, who has an area
in music education at Murray
State University, will present
her senior piano recital on the
campus on Sunday, Nov. 23.
Scheduled at 330 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle fine Arts Center, the
program will include musk by
Chopin, Beethoven, Brahms,
Von Kreisler, Debussy, and
Villa-tobos. Miss Conner will
be assisted by pianists Cynthia
Chittenden and Sue Anne
West, and by horn player
Kathryn Griffiths
Miss Conner, a piano major
and violin minor, is a member
of the Murray State Symphony
Orchestra, Chorus, and
Baroque Ensemble. She is a
member of Gamma Beta Phi
honorary society and has
been active in the Baptist
Student Union on the campus.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Gene Conner of
224 Eastview Drive in
Madisonville, Miss Conner
will graduate next May.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
hearing into allegations that
some Education Department of-
ficials violated the state merit
system law by allegedly pres-
suring employes to buy tickets
to a dinner continued today,
with the state Board of Educa-
tion scheduled to submit recom-
mendations to the state Person-
nel Board.
The Personnel Board was
meet in special session the
afternoon to consider the rec-
ornmenda lions.
James Mtiton, assistant su-
perintendent in charge of the
Bureau of Administration and
Finance, said Thursday that he
did not akk employes in his de-
partment to buy tickets to a
fund-raising dinner for Dr.
James Graham, a Democratic
candidate for Supt. of Public
Instruction.
Melton told the board that he
received tickets for the dinner
last April and added that "they
were available if anyone want-
ed them."
He said he told his directors
not to ask their employes to
buy tickets and that, to his
knowledge, none did so.
-I have had no report from
any employe who said he was
solicited," Melton said.
Several witnesses — in-
cluding Melton's secretary Nan-
cy Estes, deputy director Ar-
nold Guess and division direc-
tors T. 0. Thompson anti E. I.
Palmer — said they received
tickets but felt no pressure to
purchase them and did not
pressure their employes to buy
them.
The board's probe began
after the state Personnel Board
ordered state Supt. of Public
Instruction Lyman Ginger to
recommend by Friday dis-
ciplinary action against the of-
ficials allegedly involved.
The Personnel Board had
conducted its own probo after
repots that some employes had
been asked by their supervisors
to buy tickets to a $10-a-plate
dinner for Graham, who de-
feated James Taylor in the
Nov. 4 election for the right to
succeed Ginger as superinten-
dent of public instruction.
Personnel Commissioner Cat-
tie Lou Miller had said that her
department's study showed
some officials violated the law,
including Melton, Guess,
Thompson, E.I. Palmer and di-
vision directors Geocge Rush
Jr., Gayle Bowen and James
Daniel.
A special panel discussion on
"Alcohol" will be presented on
Murray State University
Channel 11 Television on
Monday, November 17, at six p.
m., according to Dr. Robert
Howard, director of the TV and
Radio Departments at MSU.
Persons appearing on the
program will be Murray Chief
of Police Brent Manning, Dr.
David Roos, minister of the
First Christian Church, Dr.
Frank Kodman, psychologist
and member of the MSU
faculty, and Mrs. Euple Ward,
director of the NEED Line.
DOWNTOWN COUPON DAYS
Sugar 5 Lb. Bag 
594
With This Coupon and $10.00 or more order.
Limit 1.
Good Friday and Saturday,
November 14 and 15 only
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Joe Creason: 'Kentucky's Most Memorable Storyteller'
By John Davidson way of life—the characteristics Creason's telling another
LOUSIVILLE, Ky. — that distinguish being a Ken- whopper."
countless thousands of Ken- [nankin from being a native of The petite, outgoing wife of
taddans are still finding it hard any other state. He often wrote the storyteller, 55-year-old
to break an early morning habit about the storytellers; but he Shelia, remembered that, "Joe
they developed throughout the himself was perhaps Ken- loved people. That was the
years—that of waking up to the tucky's most memorable and incentive for his column. He
wit and humor of Joe Creason. characteristic storyteller. wanted to give Kentucky people
In his column for the When he ciied of a heart attack space that they ordinarily
Louisville Courier-Journal, Joe over a year ago at the age of 56, wouldn't be allowed in a
Cross Creason gave daily in- Courier-Journal cartoonist newspaper. But the people
sight into Kentuckians human Hugh Haynie fittingly eulogized became very demanding of his
nature, their understated him with a cartoon depicting time. Quite often he would come
crossroads humor, politics, two angels floating around home at noon and say that he
speech, folklore and slowpaced Heaven saying, "Hurry up. hadn't had a chance to write a





5 Wife of Zeus 5 Possessive
9 Begs pronoun
11 Substantiate 6 Bitter. vetch
13 Faroe Islands 7 A state (abbr.)
whirlwind 8 Frightened
14 Proffers 9 Vessels
16 Note of scale 10 Scoff
17 Man's nick- 11 Poem
name 12 Period of time
19 Approaches 15 Man's nick-
20 Chinese name
pagoda 18 Take away Hi
21 Cook slowly from 31 Anger (colloq.) 39 Final
23 Abstract 20 Snarls 32 Mine 41 Deposits
being 22 Has on ones excavation
24 Comely person 33 Canonized
25 Beef animal 24 Bundle of person
27 African sticks 34 Dining
antelope 26 Female sheep 35 Remunerated







































































IF LWRE 60IN6 ID VISIT
gOuR BROTHER IN NEEDLES,
L(OU'LL NEED A MAP.
get off the phone. He'd lock
himself upstairs here many
afternoons to write his
columns."
But, his constantly ringing
office and home telephones
brought the inspiration and
humorous anecdotes for his
short vignettes on Kentucky
life. The contacts he made in
each of Kentucky's 120 counties
while traveling as a feature
writer for the Courier-Journal
Sunday Magazine remembered
him through the years and
called him each time they
thought of a funny story for his
column.
"People would call Joe at any
hour of the day or night," Shelia
Creason remembered. "One
time a lady called for him and I
told her Joe was outside stan-
ding on a ladder cleaning out
our rain gutters. She said, 'Well,
can you call him in? I just
thought of a funny story.' "
Her husband being a former
sportswriter, Mrs. Creason had
to screen his telephone calls
when he was engrossed in a
televised basketball or football
game. She remembered that on
the day of an important UCLA-
Notre Dame basketball game, a
lady called and asked if she
could drop by the Creasons'









iN MY )4OUTP Ti-46
vVOL1LD HAVE BEEN
THE TIME FOR TENNI5
OR 4AI•4PBALL.--
Ael, WELL
Never one to willingly
disappoint anyone, Creason
agreed, but asked her to arrive
before game-time. At the
opening Up-off, the lady still had
not arrived. At half time, the
Cressona anxiously peered out
the window hoping she would
arrive during the break in the
game. She didn't. With the final
minutes clicking off the clock
and the two teams battling out a
close finale, the lady arrived
expecting sparkling con-
versation and attention. Mrs.
Creason said that was tbli Onk
time she can remember her
husband being rude with
anyone.
Even now, over a year after
his death, his friends are still
remembering. Mrs. Joe
Creason said that her husband's
friends have been overly kind to
her since his death. So many
people are repaying his 1d114-
nesses that Mrs. Creason says
she is becoming -an expert on
all the best places to eat in
Louisville." She is still writing
acknowledgements for kind-
nesses paid her and laments
that she has not had a chance to
go through her husband's ex-
pansive filing system of notes,
letters, manuscripts, stories
and columns.
She did, however, help her
husband with the screening of
material to be included in his
first book, "Joe Creason's
Kentucky," which was the
original title of his column. But
she does not like the picture
used on the back cover of the
book. She feels the picture
makes her husband look
"rumpled," and explained,
"Joe was a meticulous dresser.
You never saw him without a
crease in his pants and his shirt
tucked in. The picture just
doesn't look like him."
The screening, editing and
introductions., for the recently
I JUST DON'T KNOW it/HAT
ALL THOSE SQUARES, AND
DOTS, AND LLNES,AND COLORS,




- HOW KIN DAISY MAE f3E 50 HAPPY WITH LI'L AeNER
STILL_ WARM INJ HIS GRAVE -SHE GOT NO HEART"
Is WHY Tr-
released "Crossroads and
Coffee Trees," the second book
of Creason's writing, was done
by the Cressona' youngest son
Bill, 26, who is presently par-
ticipating in a management
training program at the
Courier-Journal. The new book
contains much of the material
Creason produced as a feature
writer for the Sunday
magazine, which Mrs. Creason
believes was his best writing.
Creason wrote for the
magazine for 17 years following
stints as a sportswriter for the
Courier-Journal and editor of
the daily newspaper, the
Murray Ledger & Times. Then
the newspaper turned him loose
with his daily column.
"Joe had a great many job
offers throughout the years;
most of them for public
relations-type jobs," Sheila
Cresson remembered. "But in
the end, he'd always say that he
had the ideal job at the
newspaper. No one told him
what to write, or what not to
write."
In tribute to the 10 to 12 years
he spent on the Kentucky lec-
ture circuit, a Joe Creason
lecture series has been
established at the University of
Kentucky, financed with
matching funds from the
Courier-Journal.
When the youngest of their
two sons left home for college,
Mrs. Creason began ac-
companying her husband on
many of his lectures. At one of
these lectures, at Eastern
Kentucky University, the
humorous storyteller held the
entire audience, except for one,
in uproarious laughter. The lone
exception was Mrs. Creason.
She explained that the first
few times she heard her
husband's stories, she laughed
as hard as his many captive
audiences. But after hearing the
stories countless times, they
became old to her. "But I
always tried to be polite and at
least smile," she remembred.
Out of Joe Creason's memory-
bank of thousands of true
-down-home" Kentucky
stories, Mrs. Creason said that
her husband's favorites were
the ones he got the best
response from. But, she
remembered, the one he
probably told the most, and
which was probably his
-favorite, was a story about a
dinner party thrown by the wife
of a former University of
Kentucky president. The story
supported Creason's ob-
servation that Kentuckians, as
a rule, are understated and
what is said is often not as
important as what is not said.
As Creason told it to hundreds
of receptive audiences across
Kentucky, the university's first
lady was expecting several
honored guests for a dinner
party. Planning the affair on a
set budget, she spent all of her
alloted money on filet mignon.
Seeking suggestions for
rounding out the Meal, she went
to the university's dean of
women and asked for help.
The dean of women claimed
to be a connoisseur of
mushrooms and volunteered to
furnish mushrooms for the
dinner. Not sure of how to
prepare mushrooms, the for-
mer president's wife tried the
results out on the family dog.
The dog showed no adverse
reactions, so the mushrooms
were served with dinner.
The guests all raved about as:
mushrooms. But just at the
conclusion of dinner, the butler
whispered to the hostess that
their dog had been found dead.
Alarmed, she immediately
phoned their family doctor. He
said the only thing to do was to
pump their stomachs.
A team of doctors arrived at
the house and proceeded to
pump the stomachs of everyone
at the dinner party. After the
ordeal was completed and all
the guests had wearily
departed, the former university
president's wife asked the
butler if the dog had a painful
death. The butler replied that
death was instantaneous. "And
the s. o. b. that hit him never
even stopped." he volunteered.
Outside of storytelling,
Creason found time to play
tennis as often as he could. But
another of his fascinations was
the game of Scrabble. His wife
said that he had to turn to
Scrabble "because he was
terribre at bridge."
Mrs. Creason said that her
husband became a Scrabble
player when he journeyed to
Hyden to do a magazine story
on the Frontier Nursing Center.
He ended up stranded at the
center for several days because
of a flooding river and "spent
the, whole time he was there
learning Scrabble," his wife
remembered.
Born in 1918 in Benton, ( "the
only town in Kentucky where I
JOE CREASON, center, swapped tales with two men in front of his exhibit at the Salute to Ken-
tucky held at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D. C., in the summer of 1973. The
drawing in the background (over Creason's right shoulder) is of the courthouse in Benton ("The
only town in Kentucky where I was born," he once wrote).
was born," he once wrote) the
son of former professional
baseball player Herman
Creason began life as a
Republican. But displaying the
give-and-take axiom of
marriage, Mrs. Creason said,
"I changed religions for him,
and he changed politics for
me"—an ironic turn of events,
since he once wrote a column
about the peculiarly strong
partisanship of Kentuckians'
political leanings. He wrote that
by the age of 12, because of
yearly elections and the
resulting constant attention
focused on politics, most
Kentuckians have chosen the
political party they will stay
with for the rest of their lives.
Highly civic-minded, the Joe




Board and the executive
committee of the Kentucky
Historical Society. In his
memory, the Historical Society
has erected markers for him in
Benton and in the Bath County
town of Bethel, where his wife
is from and where he is buried.
And, in memory of their
native son, the Benton Chamber
of Commerce last year awarded
him their outstanding citizen
award and dedicated this year's
community project, the con-
struction of a heliport, to him.
The Benton outstanding
citizen award joined the many
other awards in the Creason
home. For now, Sheila Creason
is still writing notes of
acknowledgement to their
many friends, dining with them
occasionally, rummaging
through the piles of honorary
citizen awards, mountains of
trays, bowls, Mint julep cups,
pictures, prints and scrapbooks
and memorabilia people from
all across the Commonwealth
sent her husband throughout the
years; and she has definite
plans of tackling her husband's
files of notes, letters,
manuscripts, stories and
National Historic Site
Iron Furnace In LBL
The Great Western Iron
Furnace located in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes has been
selected as an entry in the
National Register of Historic
Places. Located near the for-
mer site of Model, Tennessee,
on The Trace, it is the finest
remaining example of the iron
industry which once flourished
in the area between Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
Built in 1854, the Great
Western Furnace was ene of
several that were built to utilize
the brown iron ore deposits
located in - Stewart County,
Tennessee, by using the cold
blast method of iron production.
Iron was produced at the fur-
nace for less than two years;
from 1854 to 1856. Numerous
slaves were used at Great
Western and its closing is
related to slave insurrection.
Labor problems combined with
financial difficulties led to the
end of iron production at the
Great Western Furnace.
Because of this brief period of
operation the stack remains in
an excellent state of preser-
vation, although there is no
evidence of any of the adjoining
wooden buildings that formed
the original complex. The stack
still stands on the original site
and the structure has not been
altered since it was built.
Visitors to Land Between The
Lakes can also turn back the
columns some day.
And Kentuckians are still
chuckling over the tales he spun
about their friends and height
bore. 4-
s,
pages of time at Center Furnace
in the Environmental
Education Center. While the
Great Western Furnace is in
better physical condition,
Center Furnace has a longer
history. It operated° in-
termittently for a period of
some 65 years. As more ef-
ficient methods of iron
production were developed and
richer ore fields found, the
furnace fires flickered and died.
FEN . s 'ock, Menke(
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I_ M. Slinscri Co. are as follows
Airco  17is -41
Amer. Motors 6% unc




Gen. lire 16% -4
Goodrich 16% -%
Gulf Oil 21% +%
Peruiwalt 211%
Quaker Oata 344 -
Repubtic 8114 31114 SW
Singer 10% +it
Tappan 
Western Union 134 +4
Zenith 234 +4
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger
Ttmes by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows.
U.S. Homes 
Kaufman & Breed  -%
Ponderosa System 104 +44 •
Kimberly cart. 36%
Union Caddis MIN une
W.R. Gem 2$44 unc
Texaco 23% unc









The Great Western lion furnace, near the former site of Model, Tennessee, is one of the few
remaining remnants of an iron industry that flourished in Land Between The Likes during the
mid-19th century. Built in 1851 by Brian, Newell & Co., this steam cold-blast charcoal lurnaCe
was constructed of limestone from the surrounding hNls. Brown iron ore came from shallow
deposits about two miles north. Pig iron was, shipped by river or hauled to rolling mills to the
east. It dosed in 1856, due to lack of ore and to a slave insurrection by the furnace crew.





Read the Want Ads
today and everyday for
top buys!
And when you















Wowed: (sass Gold Silver owl
D•Onissioo Gloss
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Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Lirie 753-NEED








11 mi. on east 94
474-2262
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3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to take
this opportunity to ex-
press our appreciation
and thanks for the many
beautiful flowers, food,
cards, visits, phone calls,
and most of all the
prayers from friends and
neighbors during the
illness and death of our
loved one. We want to
thank Bro. Stubblefield
and Bro. Hargis for their
comforting words. Jerald
Sykes and quartet fok the
beautiful music. If we
have missed anyone in
our mailing of cards or in
this article, we would ask
you to forgive us and take
this as our thanks to you.
Family of Lottie Hart
4. In Memory
IN MEMORY OF Milburn
Outland who passed away
one year ago, November
15. In this restless world
of struggle it is very hard
to find answers to the
questions that daily come
to mind. We cannot see
the future, whets beyond
is still unknown for the
secret of Gods Kingdom
still belongs to him alone.
But he granted us
salvation when his son
was crucified, for life
became immortal
because our saviour died.
All who believe in Gods
mercy and grace will
meet their loved ones
face-to-face.
Wife and Children
5. lost And Found
LOST GREY Poodle with
black ears. Name is Bud.
Offering reward, $25.00.
Do not call after 9 p. m.
Call 474-2322.
LOST RED IRISH Setter, 6
months old. Name is
Joshua. Has choke chain
and flea collar on. 825.00





packing product; full or
part time. Apply in person
at 310 Main; Hawaiian
Tropics; Don Faughn
Ent; Inc.
AUTO BODY repair man,




in a second income or part
time employment? Call
753-0034.
NEED SOMEONE TO stay
days, about 6 hours with
elderly lady. Very little
work. Call 753-4716.
MATURE LADY to keep
baby in my home. Must
have own transportation.
Phone 753-0542.
BRICK LAYER to build








houses, dog houses and
bird houses, Hick's














































































































































i4 Virr.,̂ ' To Buy
MOBILE HOME, all
electric. Call 753-8216
after 5 p. m.
OR RENT, heavy duty belt
sander with vacuum
attachment. Call 436-2289
after 5 p. in.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hadtberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing






like it," says users of Blue
Lustre carpet cleaner.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
MODEL TRAINS, Lionel
and Ho Scale. Sales and
service. Call 753-6855 or




twin head board, $20. Two
adjustable metal bed
frames, $20 each. Call 437-
4153.
DIAMOND wedding band,
all papers. $500.00. Call
492-8417.
io and It GAL
all accessories add fish.
Call 753-2496.
21" BLACK and white 'TV.
Chair and foot stool Call
753-2611.
HOME COMFORT wood
burning cook stove. Good
condition. Call 753-2987.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-























1 NEW IDEA two row pull
type, corn picker. 753-
1455.
1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition. Call
474-Z121.
FARM EQUIPMENT, lots
of odds and ends and
antiques. Call 474-8805.
• 111 FI'. TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
Farm Equipment 7' Ford




Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after 4.







for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
BALDWIN PIANOS and























IF Oa AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
FOR SALE, 30 pieces, 5







1971 TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
Intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
26. TV Radlo
RCA PORTABLE stereo
record player with stand,
four speed new diamond
stylus, mint condition
Call 753-3811 aftei 5:00 p.
m.
23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals in-




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE














12 x 76 FLVIINGO Manor,
3 beta uhms, 2 full baths,






WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1973, 12 x 65 Savannah
mobile home, 3 bedroom,
total electric, all set up
and underpinned. Call
498-8419.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR rent all
carpeted, central heat,
washer & dryer and water
furnished. Call 753-2669.
12 x 50 AND 12 x 00 all
electric, recent model
mobile homes. Both have
central heat with air
conditioning. One, two
bedroom and one, three
bedroom. Located con-
veniently in Riviera Cts.
Call 767-4055, after 6 p. m.
Deposit required.
TWO BEDROOM - mobile
home, single occupancy,
garbage pickup and water
furnished. 865.00. 753-8216
after 5:00 p. m.
31. oVant To Rent
MSU PROFESSOR and
wife with two young
children 4y:sire to rent
three bedroom home in
Murray beginning
January 1, 1976. Write
with details before Nov.
24th to V. Vandegrift, 1102
N. Estholme Ave.,
Bloomington, IL 61-701.
SMALL HOUSE or two
bedroom apartment,
furnished or partially
furnished, in town. Call
753-0888 or 753-0600.





bill paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at
120.00 per month. Call 753-
8668.
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer, dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Patio. $150.00 per month.
Call 753-7550.
FURNISHED APART-




34 Houses For Rent
LARGE 2 bedroom, den,
living room, dining room,
kitchen, utility and bath.
Drive in basement
garage. Central air and
heat. Inquire at 1606 W.
Main.
NICE 2 BEDROOM, fur-





about 40 lbs. $40.00 each.
Also 6 pigs, 2 months old






Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and




















"AND THAT GOES FOR YOUR GIRL
SCOUT COOK1E5,700."
37 Livestock Supol,e,
FIFTEEN PIGS for sale.
About 40 lbs. Call 436-5622.
38 Pets Sopplies
TWO AKC registered Toy
Poodles. Also 8 com-
partment cage. Call 753-
9349.





furniture, like new, an-
tique furniture, clothes
for infants, children, men
and women, glassware,
toys, arts and crafts,
suitable for gifts. 9 to 5
Friday and Saturday, 1629
Hamilton Ave.
GARAGE SALE, 824 North
19th, 7 a. m. to 6 p. in.,
Saturday, November 15.





YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday at Hazel. Look
for sign at railroad
tracks.
RUMMAGE SALE at the
American Legion Hall
_Sat. from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m.
PORCH SALE, Friday &
Saturday 1306 Main.
GARAGE SALE Sat Nov.
15th 9 a. m.-5 p. m. at 314
S. 15th. Nice clothes,
coats, games, puzzles,
and books. Everything
priced under 810.00. 753-
5068
BARGAIN BARN, 13th and
Main, every Saturday, 9-




toys etc. Thursday and




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
A VERY ATTRACTIVE
home in a lovely setting of
shade trees. Has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, den,
central heat and air, all
carpeted, built-ins, in
excellent condition and
priced at a low $31,900.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th. 753-3597.
ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom house on large
wooded lot near Carter
School. Newly decorated
inside and outside. Large
living room, dining room,
bath, kitchen and extra






paymeets are lower than
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only




Broker, 753-7116 for ap-
pointment
43 %ate
CUSTOM HOMES built on






3 or 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
split level, on approx.





square feet one mile
from city limits, price
reduced
753-1566
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call





B. B. Hook 753-2387;
Audra Moody, 753-9036.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
Extrs well .at 2 bedroom brick
will harp kitdisrs,
silky sod eisosts. ISI•si for
mtirsatesrt et 509 Soot hti
Issiscsil Is 116,1101. 5•• this
*stets ovnted home sag sae
Ail Otto
Good 2 Of 3 bodrosse Imes* ea
Ph sass with peed &volt"
mot pet•stisi is Ifigkeisy 121
ant Stills. tedliced I, $19,158.
kids Maws boidlas 30 x
ot but essi Kepis. Nos rsated
opertrweirt •pitairs. ass Ilds at
310,400.
Newts wit 2 motet
St ISO slick At 203 Ibuis
(mod hississess). A h.'11541
$7,500.
Throe immtme frees, piers sp-
sttrs apartment sad fill






46. Homes For Sale
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Gay Spans
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call





bedroom, Ph bath, air
condition with gas heat.
Large fenced lot with
storage building. 313
South 10th Street. $21,500.
Call '753-0756 after 6 p. m.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms,
11/2 baths, Magnolia
Drive. Fully carpeted,
large family room, dining
area, utility, double
carport. Trees and
shrubs. Low 30's. Call 753-
2485.
FIVE ROOM house, one
acre ground in Almo,
Kentucky. Call 753-4597.
HOUSE AND LOT, good
location in growing
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
water, new pump, new
carpets, all electric,
furnished. $12,500. Route
1, Box 175, Kirk.sey, Ky.
Phone 489-2330.
47. Motorcycles
500 MACH 111 Kawasaki
priced to sell, call 753-0853
or 753-0153.
1973 YAMAHA ba 230,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
11975 YAMAHA, 15 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
48 Automotive Service
SET OF 15 inch, Rocket
Mag wheels, fits all
General Motors cars. Call
753-6555.







  Benton, Ky.
FOR YOUR insurance,
Real Estate and Auction
service, with experienced
personnel, contact
Wilson's office at 202
South 4th Street, across




3 or 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
split level, on approx.





square feet one mile
from city limits, Price
reduced.
753-1566
44 Lots For Salc,
LOTS FOR SALE in Pine
Bluff Stares, overlooking
Kentucky Lake, other lots
in Marshall County. Good
trailer location. segs.po
part finance by owner.
Please call 7534604.
45 Farms For Sale
70 ACRES, 2 miles East of
Farmington on Highway
121. Three bedroom
mobile home. 50 acres
tillable Call 345-2502
1958 T-Bird, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New :ires. All way above
average. Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
492-8165.
1969 TOYOTA Crown
Deluxe, 4 door. 37,000
original miles. Four






1968 BUICK Sky Lark - low
mileage, fair condition,
$500.00. 753-7913.
1979 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and





$325.00 firm. Call 753-4174.
1974 CAMARO, power and
air, navy blue with white
vinyl top. Call 753-3670
after 5 p. m.
1968 EL CAMINO. Ex-
cellent condition. 307
motor. Automatic, power
and air. Call 7534855.
1975 DATSUN B-2111, radio
and air, 7000 mi., 39 mi.
per gal. Must sell. Call
753-6878-1688.
1967 COUGAR 2 door,
clean, power steering, air
condition, radio and new
tires. Call 753-3378.
1971 BUICK LeSabre, 4
door, power and air. Call
753-0720
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975








condition. Call 753-2753 or
753-2922,
1968 CAMARO, Rally
Sport, air, power steering
and brakes, automatic,
red with black vinyl top
and black interior,
Cragar mags. Also 1974
Volkswagen Super Beetle,
yellow with black in-




Station Wagon, air, radio,
all power, 753-0883.





engine, good gas mileage.
$650.00. 753-4862 after 4 p.
m.
1973 GRAND PRIX, power
steering and brakes, tape
player, cruise control.




PICKUP truck, 1/1 ton,
power steering and
brakes. 350 h. p. One
owner. Call 7534995.
1969 442, speed, mags,
new brakes, air shocks.
Sharp. Call 4924332.
1918 GRAND PRIX, 2 door
hardtop, new battery,
excellent condition.
Asking $475.00. Call 492-
8332.
1971 VW BEETLE. Call
7534580.
1973 CHEVROLET, 12 foot,
flat dump, 2 ton. Call 753-
7370.
50. Campers
22 FT. FULLY self-
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
82,750 at Fox Meadows




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1,42 mile east





patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum




bush hogging, Call 436-
2540.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No }oh too




No jobs too small. Call







Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-











Lyles at 753-7310 for free
estimates
51 SeroLes Osteren














home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
WILL PUT plastic under
houses to keep down
moisture. Also small
carpentry jobs. Call 753-
1603.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-6896 or 436-2306.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 7534343.
EXPERIENCED, will stay
with elder people. Day or
night. Call 435-4189.
MARRIED GIRL will do
baby sitting in her home
from 7 a. m. -6 p. m.,
Monday through Friday.
Call 753-01150 after 5 p. m.
SMALL DOZER work
done. Call 753-7370.
I WILL DO baby sitting in
my home. Call 7534163.
WILL DO BABY sitting in
my home, 12.50 a week,
also ironing 20 cents a
garment. Come by 101
Clark Street Murray.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of








SEE THE Great Energy
Saver at Roy's Carpenter
Shop. South 4th Street.
LAKELAND CON-
STRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-505, open 7
days a week.
Free Column
FREE PUPPY, 9 weeks
old, male, solid black with
white Markings. Will be
small dog. Call 7534553.
FREE PUPPIES, at Dog
Pond, located on Poor
Farm Road near Fisher
Price. Call 436-5628.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
Calloway Circuit Court JUDY HALE SMITH
Petitioner, versus NORMAN LEE SMITH Respondent.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the October 7th
Term thereof 1975, in the above cause, for the Division
of Property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murrill
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 24th day of November 1975, at 1:00 O'clock P. M., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
Being a part of the following described tract of land;
The south half of the south west quarter of section 30, T.
3, R. 5, East, except 46 acres sold to Joe Bishop off of
the South side, and beginning at the interesection of the
highway running from the Almo-Shiloh Road to the
Dexter-Flico Road, with the South line of the above
described tract; thence with the said highway Nor-
thwest a distance of 18 rods; thence South a distance of
15 rods: thence with the South line of the above
described tract East a distance of 11 rods to the begin-
'
For source at titiesse Deed Book 132, Page 363 in the
office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgement. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY Circuit Court UNITED STATES
SAVINGS BANK OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, Plain-
tiff, Versus MARILYN BARCLAY. ET AL Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the October 10th
Term thereof 1975, in the above cause, for the sum of
Sixteen Thousand Five Hundred Thirty and 24/100
($16,530.24) Dollars, accrued interest until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 24th day of
November 1975, at 9:00 O'clock A. M., or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Being 2:00 acres in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
being the same property described in Deed Book 150,
Cabinet 1, Drawer 2, Card 918, and is herein described
as follows: Beginning at an iron stake located at the in-
tersection of the east line of the Oki Murray-Paris
Road with the center of Johnson Creek, and said stake
also being 6230 feet southwesterly along said road from
the center of Kentucky Highway No. 121. and said stake
also being in line with the projected center line of a
metal culvert under the Old Murray-Paris Road (Note.
The east line of said Old Murray-Paris Road is 30 feet
from center), and running thence South 21 degrees 45
minutes West along the east line of said road 229 feet to
an iron stake; thence South 65 degrees 09 minutes East
436.5 feet to an iron stake; thence North Zero degrees
27 minutes East 222.8 feet to an iron stake in the center
of Johnson Creek; thence North 56 degrees 30 minutes
West near the center of Johnson Creek 148.6 feet to an
iron stake; thence North 64 degrees 13 minutes West
near the center of Johnson Creek 210 feet to the point of
beginning and containing 2:00 acres.
' For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
fforn the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
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I Deaths and Funerals 
Autry P. Farmer,
Tobacconist, Dies
At His Home Today
Autry P. Farmer of 1307
Wells Boulevard, Murray, died
this morning about five o'clock
at his home. He was 76 years of
age.
His death was due to a self
inflicted gunshot wound, ac-
cording to Max Morris, coroner
for Calloway County. Mr.
Farmer had been in ill health
for sometime.
The Murray man was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church and was a
former member of the Ad-
ministrative Board of the
church. He had been associated
with the tobacco industry in
Murray and Calloway County
and was a tobacco buyer for the
U. S. Tobacco Company.
Mr. Farmer was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Fanner, in 1970. Born
June 12, 1899, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Crit Farmer and Lou
Denham Farmer.
Survivors include his
daughter, Mrs. John T.
(Rebecca) Irvan, son-in-law,
John T. Irvan, and grandson,
Tommy Irian, 306 Mirth Tenth
Street, Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with I. James
Fisher officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
tonight (Friday).
T. N. Fowler Dies
Thursday; Father,
Mrs. Leon Penick
T. N. Fowler, father of Mrs.
Leon (Julia) Penick of Murray,
died Thursday at six a. m. at his
home near Martin, Tenn. He
was 79 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer, a veteran of World War
I, and a deacon of the Pleasant
Hill Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Bernice Fowler, and one son,
Larry Fowler, Martin, Term.;
three daughters, Mrs. Moselle
McKendry of Fairfax, Va., Mrs.
Elwyn King, Memphis, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Penick, wife of the
pastor of the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church, Murray; nine
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church
near Martin, Tenn. Burial will
be in the Cates Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Doug
Murphy Funeral Home of
Martin where friends may call.
Rites—Ate—Tair -
For Peter S. Alley
Final rites for Peter S. Alley,
father of Donald C. Alley of
Murray, will be held today at
three p.m. at the Shannon Hills
Chapel Church, Greensboro, N.
C., with J. Eddie Schwartz and
H. G. MacKay officiating.
Burial will be in the Guilford
Memorial Park there.
Mr. Alley, age 73, died
Wednesday at a hospital in
Greensboro, N. C.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rosetta Rice Alley, one
daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Autry,
three sons, Donald C., Joseph
S., and Alvis A. Alley, one
sister, Mrs. Ida Barhan, one
brother, Mack Alley, and nine
grandchildren.
Mrs. Eaker Lamb
Dead At Age 90;
Funeral, Saturday
Mrs. Eaker Lamb, widow of
Rip Lamb, died Thursday at
7:05 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. She
was 90 years of age and a
resident of 1614 College Farm
Road, Murray.
The deceased wa.1 a member
of the Memorial Baptist
Church. Born November 23,
1884, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Taylor Bogard and Mary
Elizabeth Wilson Bogard.
Mrs. Lamb is survived by two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Frank
Witherspoon of Jackson, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Noman Bogard of
Hazel; and several nieces,
nephews, and cousins.
The funeral has been
scheduled Saturday at one p. m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Jerrell White officiating.
Burial will be in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.




Funeral services for Mrs.
Effie Laycock are being held
today at two p. m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Paul Welch
officiating and the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church Choir
providing the song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Emmett and Bill Thompson,
Finis Hutchens, Ruble Thur-
man, Euel Kimbro, and Willis
Sanders. Burial will be in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Laycock, age 89, widow
of D. C. (Boss) Laycock, died
Wednesday at three p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She is
survived by one foster son,
Robert Barrow, Paducah, and




The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
November 16, at eleven a. m.
and 6:45 p. m. with Bro. Lawson
Williamson, pastor of the
church, as speaker.
"Home of the Sourrwill be the
special selection to be sung by
the Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott at
the piano and Mrs. Jim Neale at
the organ, at the morning
service.
The Youth Choir will meet at
5:30 p. m. for practice and will
present special music at the
evening service.
James Key will serve as
deacon of the week.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m. and Church Training at six
p. m.
The Baptist Young Women
will have a tea in the fellowship
hall on Sunday from two to four
p. m. honoring Gladys
Williamson and Ruth Warren.
The groups have named their
circles in honor of these women.
Nursery workers for Sunday
will be Barbara Lovins, Karen
Milby, Frances Paschall, June
McAlister, Hattie Lee
Galloway, and Patsy Neale.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, local car.
1973 Buick Centiation Convertible, new car trade in.
1970 Buick Electra Convertible, loaded.
1974 Oldsmobile 88 Royal, new car trade in, real nice.
1973 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, local car.
1.965 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, real good second car,
cheap
1968 Buick Riviera, cheap.
2-1975's Left in Stock
Going at Cost
Highest Price for Used Car Trade-Ins
PURDOM
Olds - Peados - UMW
'Satisfied (iewornert Ate Ow
106 West M•ie • 753-5813
NATIONAL MENTAL RETARDATION MONTH — November was proclaimed as National
Mental Retardation Month by Mayor John Scott here this week. The project is in conjunction
with the local Teens Who Care Club. from left are Mitzi Cathey Stacy Overbey, Mayor Scott,
Debbie Henry, Kelly Williams, and Jan Outland.
Staff Moto by David HIS
Investigation Continuing Into
Bomb Blast; Six Persons Dead
JERUSALEM ( AP) — Israeli
police. held about 200 Arabs for
questioning today as they hunt-
ed Palestinian terrorists who
planted a bomb in central Je-
rusalem that killed six persons
and wounded 48. An American
tourist was among the injured.
Roadblocks, patrols and other
security measures in the Israeli
capital were increased.
The bomb ripped through Je-
rusalem's main business street,
Jaffa Road, on Thursday, the
first anniversary of Palestine
Liberation Organization chief
Yasir Arafat's speech to the
United Nations General Assem-
bly.
The bomb exploded in a Bul-
garian food shop about 7 p.m.
as crowds converged on the
center of the city for evening
entertainment. Police said the
bomb apparently was in a
package placed on a porter's
dolly.
The blast sent bodies flying
and left the street littered with
the dead and wounded and
shards of glass from shattered
windows.
The Popular Democratic
Front, an offshoot of the radi-
cal Popular Front for the Lib-
eration of Palestine, claimed in
Beirut that it was responsible
for the blast. The general com-
mand of the guerrilla forces in
Beirut and the PLO in Darn-
ascus issued statements saying
Palestinian guerrillas were re-
sponsible without specifying the
PDF.
The bomb went off a few
yards from Zion Square, where
last July a refrigerator packed
with eeplasives blew up and




Regular services will be held
at the First Presbyterian
Church on Sunday, November
16, with Church School at 9:30 a.
m. and morning worship at
10:45 a. m. A nursery is
provided.
"Endangered Species" will
be the subject of the sermon by
Rev. Chuck Moffett who will
read Psalms 30 and Galatians
5:1-2, 13-18 as his scripture.
The choir will be directed by
Kathy Mowery with Jim Wright
as the organist.
Members of the Junior High
Church School Class will meet
at the church at 2:30 p. m. to go
on to a picnic to the Hough
farm.
The fellowship luncheon will
be held at the church on Monday
at noon; Adult Choir rehearsal
will be at 6:45 p. m. and Church
Education committee will meet
at 7:30 p. m. on Wednesday;
Youth Choir rehearsal will be
Saturday at four p. m.
ENGINEERS SAID
NOT TOO NUMEROUS
ROCHESTER, N.Y. ( AP) —
Young men and women consid-
ering choosing a career could
think about engineering if they
have an aptitude for math and
science, skill in problem sol-
ving, a desire to help solve so-
cial problems and an interest in
working with people.
Glen C. Durkin, director of
business and technical person-
nel at Eastman Kodak Co.
here, said that the belief that
unemployed engineers are
flooding the job market is wide-
ly held but mistaken.
Durkin said that there has
been a curtailment of defense
and space work but that the
over-all demand for engineers
has not diminished.
three men and three women
were killed and that 13 of the
injured were in serious condi-
tion.
-I saw fire and I heard a
loud bang," said Lola Nunberg,
53, of Brooklyn, N.Y., who suf-
fered a minor leg injury. "I fell
down and someone was trying
to pick me up because I
couldn't walk I was sitting on
the ground with blood all
around me."
The only other foreigner
known to be among the victims,
Gerhard Van Drent, 47, of Rot-
terdam, Holland, said he was
knocked against a car and suf-
fered cuts on his leg.
"I saw a dead man close to
me and people were trying to
pick me up," he said. "I told
them, 'I'm all right, I'm not in-
jured,' but they helped me and
Council. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
but a motion to that effect died
died for a lack of a second.
Attorney Donald Jones spoke
on behalf of Nance, who wasnot
present, and advised the council
that there was apparently a
misunderstanding between
himself and his client con-
cerning the hearing on the
charges.
Jones requested the council
delay action on the charges
until such time as his client
could appear at a hearing.
Other Business
A request for a change in the
legal description of zoning on
property owned by Don Tucker
on the 121 bypass was stymied
when city attorney Wells
Overbey advised the council
that it should take no action
until a written recommendation
was received from the Murray
Planning Commission.
The mayor was authorized to
accept applications for em-
ployment of a temporary
assistant city clerk, to begin
work Dec. 1.
Councilman Chrisman
reported that the city Police
Department, over a five-day
period, had patroled Farmer
Ave. for 15 minutes out of every
hour. Some residents of Farmer
have requested a lower speed
limit on the street.
Chrisrnan said that over the
five-day period, only one
citation was issued and that was
to a motorist clocked at 40
m.p.h. He said that two other
motorists, clocked at 36 m.p.h.
and 38 m.p.h. were given
warnings about the 35 m.p.h.
speed limit.
The majority of the vehicles
clocked during the five-day
period, Chrisrnan said, were
driven between 22 m.p.h. and 31
m.p.h.
The council also approved the
installation of a streetlight on
the East Branch of Dogwood
Drive. In addition, the council
will investigate the street light
situation in the area annexed




put me in an ambulance."
An hour before, police dis-
armed an 11-pound bomb.in the
crowded Mahane Yehuda mar-
ket, scene of several previous
terrorist blasts.
The bombing occurred after a
week of riots and demonstra-
tions by Palestinian students in
the occupied West Bank. They
were protesting Defense Minis-
ter Shimon Peres' proposal to
give the West Bank self-rule
but to bar the PLO from the
area.
A gospel singing will beheld-
at the Hickory Grove church of
Christ Saturday, November 15.
Singing will begin at 7:30 p.m.
and continue until 10:30 p.m.
The singing will be
congregational with song
leaders from various places
participating. - - -
A cordial invitation is ex-
tended to everyone who enjoys
worshipping God ir song, a
church spokesman said
November Car Sales Show
Sharp Increase In Volume
DETROIT (AP) — Early No-
vember US. car sales rose 45
per cent over the recession-pla-
gued levels of 1974, making it
the sharpest year-to-year gain
for a 10-day selling period since
1972.
Each of the four U.S. auto
makers announced on Thursday
strong gains over the first 10
days of November 1974, when
the recession and record price
increases on new models sent
sales falling to their second
lowest levels for the period in
15 years.
The performance in early-No-
vember this year was stronger
than most analysts had ex-
pected, but it still was me-
diocre when compared with rsp-
cent early-November tempos.
General Motors was up 56 per
cent, Ford Motor Co. 22 per
cent, Chrysler Corp. 47 per cent
and American Motors Corp. 100
per cent.
Total domestic sales in the
period were 198,948, compared
with 136,921 in the year-ago pe-
riod.
Meanwhile, the trade journal
Automotive News said domestic
auto production this week
reached the highest levels of
the year, with all U.S. car as-
sembly plants operating for the
first time in five months.
However, three of the corn-
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1
down 0.3. Below darn 302.6 up
0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 353.7
down 0.4. Below dam 316.5- up
4.7.
Sunset 4:49. Sunrise 6:34.
Moon rises 2:54 p. m., sets
Friday 3:31 a. m.
panies sumounCed temporary
production cutbacks for next
week, most involving truck out-
put, to keep mounting in-
ventories in line.
GM said it will shut its me-
dium-duty truck plant in Pon-
tiac, Mich., on Monday, tempo-
rarily idling 2,100 hourly work-
ers. Ford said it would shut its
Louisville, Ky., and Kansas
City, Mo., truck operations for
the week, idling 4,275 employes.
Chrysler confirmed earlier
reports that it will cut produc-
tion permanently at its St.
Louis car plant by 20 per cent
beginning Monday. The reduc-
tion in the daily assembly rate
from 800 to 640 intermediate
and compact cars will mean in-
definite layoffs for 700 of the
plant's current work force of
4,100.
The selling rate performance
for early November was down
11 per cent from 1973, when the
Mideast oil embargo first sent
the industry into its slump, and
Riddle To Appear
On McCloud Sunday
Hal Riddle, a 1942 Murray
State graduate and now a
supporting actor in the movies
and on television, will appear
Sunday night, Nov. 16, in
-McCloud," the series starring
Dennis Weaver in the role of a
western marshall on special
duty with the New York Police
Department.
Hal will be playing the role of
Jake Porter, a rich friend of
Weaver's and whose identiy he
takes to solve an arson case. He
will appear in two telephone
scenes with the star.
off 22 per cent from the 1971
early-November record.
Auto executives nevertheless
took heart in the early month
figures, which followed a good
performance in traditionally
strong October, saying the re-
ports indicated that potential
customers who had stayed out
of the new-car market for the
past two years are buying
again.
Analysts said the latest sell-
ing tempo was off only 13 per
cent from a robust October,
compared with a normal de-
cline of 18 per cent, indicating
the industry's recovery might
even be accelerating.
Carlton Moore is the new
manager of the Northside IGA
store here. The 27-year old
Paris native has been with the
Jim Adams chain for ten years,
and was most recently
manager of the West Wood
store in Paris. He and his wife
will reside in Puryear, Tenn.
tree
Gift,
Hayden Rickman receives his free Christmas Candle from











Don't forget to open
your 1976 Christmas Club
Account as soon as possible.
Be ready for Christmas giving
next year.
Member FDIC
4
